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1.0 INTRODUCTION

I In 1974 research was initiated into the pleasure boat collision problem. Tie main eff -rt

involved cause identification. Coast Guard collision accident statistics were studied,

probable causes were identified, and a research effort was staried in the area of boat

operator stressors as they affect his performance I A
The Coast Guard also initiated a program of in-depth collision accident investigations,

wherein, trained investigators from Wyle Laboratories were sent to investigate collisions as

soon as possible after they occurred. By talking with the victims and witnesses, by examining
the boat(s), and by studying the collision area, the investigators were able to recreate the

circumstances leading up to the collisiodi and the collision itself in greater detail : :an would

have been possible if: 1) the collision had been investigated some time after the occ,.rrence,

or 2) the details of the col*ision had been gleaned from BARs 2  Wyle investigators yere

abie to not only investigate collisions involving deaths but also investigate non-fatal

collisions and collisions occurring in waters under state jurisdiction. Six collisions were

investigated in-depth in 1974.

The collision research effort has continued through j975 and has dealt with boat operaror

performance dia-adation experiments, based on the hypothesis that a performance degrada-

tio.; may be expected when certain stressors are present. The cause identification phase has

been completed and ten (10) additional collisions have been investigated in-depth.

The fhase II Collision Research Report has b,.en divided into two volumes for convenience.

Volume I includes the results of the three Visual Alertness Stressor Tests (VAST) and the

results of the cause and stressor identificaticn effort 3.

1 MacNeill, R., et al. Recretit-ial ,oat Safety Collision Research - Phase 1. Vol. 1,
Problems Definition. Final Report for the U.S. Coast Guard by Wyle Laboratories, 1975.
NTIS No. AD A015 81?.

2 MacNeill, P., Recreational Boat Safety Collision Research - Phase I. Vo!ume 11,
Collision Accident Investi,-.tions for 1974 Season. Final Report for the U.S. Coast Guard
by Wyle Labore. ories, 1975. NTIS No. AD A015 820.

3 MacNeill, R., et al. Recreoronal Boat Safety_ Collision Research - Phase 11. Volume i,
Problems Definition; Safety Enhancement o2 cepts. Report for the U.S. Coast Guard by
Wyle Laboratories, 1976.
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Volume 'I sum.-irizes the information obtained from the 1975 Collision Accident 1- stigotton

Arograrm. S aistics from all reported collisions are examinec and details from the 10 tollisiohs

that wes-i investigated ae discuss-d. A more complete cause and st-essor analysis of the

collisicn investigatiars 4 included in Volume I along with an onclysis of the value of alttrhe-

tive data sources for determining stressors, causes, activity, et .

!2
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2.0 BACKGROUND

AIn order to conduct the colli slon investigations in o timely manner, it was necessary that Wyie
Ee Wformed quicly of as many accidents as possible. The pr.-sent Boating Accident Report
Systemn is unsatisfactor/ tot F Ss effort, due to the length 4~ time required for most reports to
reach Coast Guard H-eadquarrers, and the tendency for persons not to report non-fatal accidents. ~

A WAITS line has been used for the past three years o accumulate information quickly on
accidents as they occur. Coast Guard units are requested to telephone accidernts to the WATS
for rapid accident reporting. This p,, t year, the line was transferred from Coast Guard
Headquarters (in Washington) to Wyk~ Laboratories in Huntsville, Alabama. Wyle, under
contract to the Cozst Guard to performr .--nany types of accident reseorch, was able to obtain.
first hand timely reports of accidents.

DetailIs oi the WATS reporting system and the data collected on oil accidents have been
documen'ged in the WATS report'

'Shikoh, A. and Bowman, J., WATS Accidents Reported in 1975, A Summary of theAccidert Alert Reports, Repor f ir U .S. i Cost G:rd by Wyle Laboratories, 197h

3~
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3.0 THE WATS DATA

Seven hundred and ninety-six accidents were reported over the 1975 WATS reporting system.

,:o hundred and twenty-six of those accidents, or 28%, were collisions. Thirty-four percent

o' the 'nocts involved in all WATS reported accidents were involved in collisions. Collisions

cre deC;ned as those boating accidents where two or more boats hit each other, one boat hits

'i ; XCeA object (above or below the water surface), one boat hits a floating object (above or

below the water surfa,.e), and groundings.

T-Iale 1 compares some statistics from the 1975 WATS reports with 1975 CG-357 statistics.

Co.incrisonr of these statistics will show any biases in the WATS reporting vis-a-vis CG-357

Death and injury rates shiow significant differences between the WATS data and CG-357

siatistics. This is due to the manner in which data for these two sources are collected. The

• /ATS reports are called in directly from Coast Guard stations and concern accidents which

.ove just taken place. CG-357 statistics are based on a wider variety of reports, including

o ting Accident Reports (BARs) sent in by boating accident victims. Consequently, CG-357

statistic3 include more accidents of a less serious nature. Since the Coast Guard is required

to investigate fatal accidents, the data reported by it over the WATS system should be expected

to be more heavily weighted toward fatalities tian is CG-357 data. Conversely, as some

insurance companies ore now sending BARs with insurance claim forms, CG-357 data now

reflects nrore accidents involving injuries than in the post, accidents not reported to the Coast

Gucard at the time of occurrence. Consequently, CG-357 statistics indicate a higher injury

rate than do WATS statistics.

In general, the relative frequencies of boat lengths in the WATS and CG-357 statistics are

about the same. WATS reports contain relatively fewer smaller boat collisions and r--latively

more larger boat collisions. This is understandable in light of the fact that WATS reports

come from Coast Guard stations which are generally located along coast lines. The data

pItlern for collisions by water typo strikingly demonstrates this explarixon. Finally, the

relative frequecies of propulsion -ystems in "I',-TS and CG-357 statistics ore close, the

differencies again being attributable to the location of Coast Guard stations.

4



TABLE 1. COMPARISONS OF 1975 WATS COLLIS ON STATISTICS
AND 1975 CG-357 STAT'STICS

WATS CG-357

Deaths per collision 
05

Injuries per collision 1'1 .

Boat length: percent of bots in each class
< 16 ft (4.9 m) 2116 ft (4.9 m) to < 26 ft (7.9 m) 5526 ft (7.9 m) to < 40 ft (12.2 m) 28 18
40 ft (12.2 m) and over 13 5

Water type: percent of collision-involved boats in each type
Oceans or Gulf of Mexico 

4 5
Great Lakes ?1 3Tidal waters -l-. 28Non-tidal waters 26 63

Propulsion system: percent of collision-involved boats
with each type

Inbocrd 35 31Outboard 35 31
39 46lnboard/Outdrive 18 16Other 9 8

I
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We now turn to specific category analyses of 1975 WATS reported collisions. -Accident

statistics were examined by each of the fol!owing classifications:

* tirme of day,

1boat length,

* water type,

* propulsion system,

& boat type,

0 hull type,

0 hull mterial,

* day of week,

* month of year, and

* number of people on board.

For each of the above, three types of WATS reported data was analyzed:

(c) relative frequency (percent) of collision-involved boats,

(b) percentage of accident-involved boots which were collision-involved, and

(c) percent of collision-involved boats which had fatalities.

Type (a) date was obtained for each classification E dividing the number of colIlsion-involved

boots In each category by the total number of collision-involved boats. Type (b) data was
obtoine ""y dividing the number of collision-'onvolved boats in each category by the total

number of occident-involved boots in that category. This data was developed to give a

rough comparison of collisions to exposure, using the number of ofl accidents as the exposure

guide. Type (c) data was obtained by dividing the number of collision-involved boats for

which at least one fatality occurred by the total number of collision-involved boats in that

category. Type (c) data gives a guide to the seriousnesu of collisions. All calculations were

based on known data, the unknown data being omitted. This is equivalent to the assumption

that the known data reflects the unknown dfoa. Where less than five cases occurred in a

category, no conclusions were drawn, the category being considered as having insufficient

data. The raw data upon which the analyses we-e based may be found in the WATS repor 4

6
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Rather than discuss the details of each categorization scheme, we shall limit ourselves to a

discussion of the more striking results obtained.

T.-o peuAs ;n collision frequency as a function of the time of day were found. One peak occurs

in the early afternoon, centered at about 1400 hrs. The second peak occurs at night, centered

at about 2300 hrs. When collision frequencies are compared with all accident frequencies,

only an evening-nighttime peak is found. The peak rises steeply at 1900 hrs and then falls

off gradually. Since the afternoon peak disappears when collisions are compared with all

accidents, its existence is probably due to there being more boats in use at that time, which

results in more accidents of all types occurring in the early afternoon.

However, the peak in evening and nighttime collisions cannot be explained in this manner as

the number of these collisions is still large even when compared with 6il accident types. Thus,

it appears that these collisions deserve closer study, and this problem is addressed in Volume I

of this report .

Collisions categorized by water type w-re analyzed. The percentage of collisions was highest

in tidal warers in the 1975 WATS reports. When compared with all accident types, however,

non-tidal waters and the Great Lakes had the highest relative frequency of collisions. Also,

non-tidal waters led the other water types by far in the percent of fatal collisions, over 40%

of the involved boats having at least one fdality.

WATS reported collisions involved twice as many boats in the 16 ft (4.9 m) to less than

26 ft (7.9 m) class than in the length class with the next greatest frequency. Yet when

collisions are compared ,o all accident types, boats in this length class do not stand out.

This probably indicates that the high relative collision frequency for boats in this class is

due to a relatively larger number of these boats in use (at least in the vicinity of Coast Guard

stations). It was found that as boat length increases, the ratio of collisions to all accidents

increases, indicating either that larger boats are more likely to be involved in collisions than

ore smaller boats, or that they are less likely to be involved in other types uf accidents.

Finally, it was found that the percent of collision-involved boats which had fatalities

decreased as length increased, indicating that, once in a collision, larger boats are safer

than smaller ones.

7



Roughly speaking, collision rate is proportional to boat size and death rate in inversely

prooortional to boat size. The first statement may be due to the visibility problems defined

ir: Volume 1. The second statement is easy to understand especially in two boat accidonts;

i .e., the casualty rate in the smaller of the two boats would be higher. Analysis of collisions

cy boa t type supports these findings in that the cabin motorboat collision rate is higher than

e o e- r-otorboat collision rate when they are compared to all accidents, but the death rate

.or cabin motorboats in a collision is lower.

The ccrecorization of collisions by propulsion system indicated no striking results, except

01-11' for the small percentage of collisions which are fatal in inboard boats, a result which

,ouid' be expected in light of the previous finding that the percentage of collisions which are

'total decreases with increased boat length, and the fact that inboard boots tend to be the

larger boats. The results of classification by hull type were not particularly surprising. A

rather high percent of collisions which were fatal in cathedral hull boots was found. This

may be the result of many boats with this hull type being bowriders. Categorization of

collisions by hull material also showed no particularly striking results.

As would be expected, more collisions occur on Saturday and Sunday than on weekdays. It

was found, however, that the percentage of collisions which involved fatalities was greater

on every weekday except Wednesday than on Saturday or Sunday. Perhaps boaters are more

careful on weekends when waterways are more crowded. Another possibility might be, that

weekday boaters may be more fatigued or pressured by time than are weekend boaters.

No unexpected results were found in the examination of collision data by month except April

showed a fatal collision to collision ratio almost twice that of any other month. Perhaps this

is the result of many inexperienced boaters doing their first boating of the year in April when

low water temperatures can turn a collision into a fatal accident. Another possibility is that

this result is just the result of random sample data fluctuation.

Finally, classification by number of people on board showed no unexpected results other than

what could be explained by random variation.

8
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4.0 CAUSE SUMMAI - 1975 IN-DEPTH INVESTIGATIONS

Each of the ten collisions investigated in-depth was coded for cause by three coders, using

the collision coding tree shown in Figure 1 and the stressor/human engineering questionnaire

shown in Figure 2. Data for .each boat involved in the collision were coded, as opposed to

the data for the collision itself, so the number of data points becomes fifteen rather than ten

because five of the collisions involved two boats.

RESULTS OF 1975 IN-DEPTH INVESTIGATIONS

Cases % of Total

The bort was underway 14 93

The operator tried to take an avoidance actibn 5 33

- he made an i.'nproper response 1 7

- he didn't see the other boat in time 4 27

The operator did not try to take an avoidance action 9 60

- he sow the other boat but didn't have time to try to
avoid the collision 1 7

- he didn't see the other boat:

- because he wasn't looking 3 20

- because his vision was obscured 3 20

- because the other boat/object wasn't visible 2 13

The boat wasn't underway 1 7

- The operator didn't see other boat because 17

he wasn't looking 17

Two important pcors may be drawn from the data:

I. Visibility oriented problems were identified as causing the collision in 94 %

of the cases, broken down as follows:

* he didn't see boat/object in time to avoid it:

but tried to 27%

didn't try 7%

9
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.e he didn't see boat/object at all because:

he wasn't looking ,27%

his vision was obscured 20%

it wasn't visible [3%

2. He didn't- hy to avoid boat/object in.olmost.2/3.of the cases.

4.1 Stressors

Human factors and/er stressor-problems of some sort were identi~fed'i-,evry -*Ilision investi-

gated. Shock/vib6mtion, noise, and glare were identrfied as .tMr presentiin'in, ernumlty
high quantities-or for-prolonged-periods of time in 60% of the:cms,4%k+. Sxwiqples6f4-t=-

tions where coders agreed -that a stressor "was present" ore:

•0 The -woat was headed SE for some period -of finw-duriiemrty , ,i i 4murs

(of ]SW in-the afternoon).

a The boat,was a "hot-cod" type ,witfout-mufflers -h6od.. virff,* -ft Vigh

speeds "ir.some -periods of time (noise, wind (f -no wind.shiid), .nmd-.vtbmtivr1).
.0 The operator-had been drinking al.coholic beverayes. I

At least-one of the thmr were present in eigl'r of the-ton collisisrn ilweitt i. .mmof the i
fifteen operators ,ere cdfinitely sober. Five -6f them had ,6en drinki-ng. None were tdontfltund
as being legally drunk.

A human engi-neetng problem in the control station vas foundin-alnost htf-fthe+MJts

involved and seven of the-ten collisions investigated.

A detailed oanalysis of'the stressor problem may be found VW Mu I .1.; 4voww', _1 t lnWhk g

table is presented on the stressors identified as being present in'the-tan irrdath.invtfigatiovu.

10
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NOTE:

The sum of yes and no Boat Type
percents sometimes total AlI Three
less ria, !()0% because Open Motorboat Cabin Motorboat Soil Types
or unknowns N =9 N =3 N=3 N = 15

Stressor Yes No Yes No Yes o Yes No

Operator Was Drinking 44% 33% 33% 33% 0 100% 33% 47%

Shock/Vibration 56% 22% 100% 0 33% 67% 60% 27%

Noise 56% 33% 100% 0 33% 67% 60% 33%IGlare 56% 11% 100% 0 33% 33% 60% 13%

Human Eng. Problem 44% 11% 33% 33% 67% 0 47% 13%
ALL STRESSORS
(Average of Above) 51% 22% 73% 13% 33% 53% 52% 27%

The percentages were derived by dividing the number of yes and no answers on the questionnaire

by the total number of boah.

The number of boats in each category was so small that statistical analyses were not performed.

However, we can note that stressor problems were present in fourteen of the fifteen cells, and

within those fourteen cells stressors were present in a minimum of 1/3 of the cases, a maximum

of 100% of the cases and an overage of 52% of the cases. Stressors were not identflied as
being present in 27% of the cases.

When we combine the results of coding the collisions through the coding tree with the results

of the stressor questions, we find that:

1. Visibility problems were involved in 9410% of the collisions.
2. Stressors such as alcohol, excessive amounts of shock, vibration, noise, and

glare, and human engineering problems in the control station were present

;n more than half oi the cases.

The visibility problem and stressor problem are discussed in depth in Volume I.

11
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4.2 Causes and Stressors - Twenty-Eight Telephone Interviews

As part of the screening process, Wyle accident investigators generally call v.ictims of several

collisions before deciding on one to be investigated in-depth. Therefore, more information is

known about those "in-depth rejects" than the rest of the collisions that have been called in.

Twen-ty-eight such accidents exist from the 1975 WATS collfsions, Causes were identified and

the stressor quoestionnaire was completed on each of the twe y-eight collisions in an effort to

determine how much of the stressor and cause data could be collected from telephone interviews.

The cause data looked similar to that of the in-depth collisions; however, the stressor data

included 93% unknowns. The data was compiled from reports of telephone conversations with
I

occident victims, Coast Gtiard personnel, police. witnesses, etc. The purpose of the telephone
calls was to ask questions ,1o get enough information to determine if we wanted to investigate

the accident in-depth.

The conversations were terminated at the point when the investigator mode hs decision not to

investigate. In many cases that was early in the conversation when he found that: 1; the

witness didn't want to cooperate, 2) the boat wasi't avclable, 3) a law suit was pending,

4) etc. For these reasons, many conversations did not last long enough to obtain stre-tsor data.

This doesn't mean that stressor information connc,! be obtained through telephone interview

techniques. It mens that the purpose of the original telephone calls were to set up inter,.iews, i

not to get stressor information.

In the future, a telephone based stressor study could b- ,erformed and could have a high1

piobability of success if it were designed properly. Wyle has the mechanisms available to !

perform this sort of study. The names and telephone numbers of victims ore available from

the WATS accident reporting system, and the WATS com.m erl-eod data system has stressor

data space available.

Part of the. Phase 11 Collision Research includes an effort to determine if stressors con be I
identified in BARs and MIO reports of collisions. Results show that the percent of unknown

answers to the stressor questions is about ninety percent. I

i
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CAUSE DATA COMPARISON

% of Total
10 In-Depth 28 Calls

This boat underway 93 92

This operator tried to take avoidance action 31 33

This operator did not try to ovoid collision 60 46

This boat wasn't underway 7 8

STRESSOR DATA COMPARISON

r % Of Total
- 10 In-Depth 28 Calls

Yes Unknown Yes Unknown

This operator was sober 47 27 0 92

This operator had been drinking 33 20 8 92

This operator was legally drunk 0 47 3 97

He wris subjected to a high amount of:

- shock/vibration 60 7 3 97

- noise 60 7 8 90

j - glare 60 27 10 90

Human Engi.neering problem with control station 47 40 8 90II

TOTALS 43 25 6 93

No analysis of causes or stressors will be mode here since it would be a duplication of mater4ia

in Volume 13. Again, for a complete analysis of collision caoises and fatigue producing

stressors present prior to those collisions, refer to Volume 1.

13
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0

1. How long had this operator been on the water? Hrs

2. This operator was: Sober _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

3. Had been drinking, .! i. .
4. Was legally drunk _ _ _ _-_ _

5. Prior to the collision, this operator was subjected to a high. .
amount or prolonged exposure to: Shock/Vibrtione_"______

6. Noise i

7. Glare_ _i_____._

8. Human engineering problem with cointrol station or controls i
9. Just prior to the collision, this operator: Was in proper position Fl

1 I0. Was looking away

11. Was at the helm__

1 12. Mode a navigational error iL. -I

13. Was operating n a recklessI
or malicious monner. i

14. Signalled other vessel I

15. If this collision occurred at night, were the light legal on this boat ?.
16. Was this boat priviledged? I i

17. Before the collision, this boat was: Proceeding too fast for conditions i
18. Out of control [_ _

19. In hazardous watersLLI i

FIGURE 2. STRESSOR/HUMAN ENGINEERING QUESTIONNAIRE

17
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5.0 IN-DEPTH INVESTIGATIONS

5.1 Collision Summaries

Col; Ion 1 - Five people picnickec, waterskiied, and drank alcoholic beverages on the bank

oF a river for most of the afternoon. It was dark when they decided to go home. Just after

leaving the picnic s:, on their way to the launch ramp, two of the three boats collided. Two

peopie were thrown into the water; one died.

rCjlis;on 2 - A runabout hit a bridge abutment at night. The lone occupant was standing

. ":. ?.e nelm as he approached the bridge. When a large ccbin cru;ser appeared to block

.i-e er-tire opening, the driver made a sharp right hand turn. The boat swerved, he lost his

ba!s~v;e fell to his knees, and was knocked unconscious when the boat hit the bridge.

Collision 3 - Just before dawn, two men were going down a river in a runabout. They hit

an unlighted bridge abutment. One man was seriously injured.

Collision 4 - A family was on their way home from an evening cruise when their 31 ft (9.4 m)

cruiser ran up onto a lighted breakwater. No one was injured.

Collision 5 - Two sailboats were sailing on opposite tacks on a converging course. Neither

operator saw the other boat because the soils obscured their vision. The boats collided.

Collision 6 - A 23 ft (7 m) boat ran up onto a lighted bredkwadl late at night. The operatm

mode a navigational ,n-or while attempting to enter a harbor. No one wcs injured.

Collision 7 - Just before down, a 97 ft ;29.7 m) ketch operating under motor alone we.-'

aground on a sandbar near a small inlet. Strong current and wave action caused the boat to

break up. Al! seven persons aboard the boat were lifted to safety by a Coast Guard helicopter.

Collision 8 - Two small boots were travelling in opposite directions on a narrow winding

creek. They sped around a shcrp blind corner and hit each other. No one was injured.
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Collisfon - .t tone person in a runabout wus pulling a skier and was turned, looking aft.
He hit a johnboat. Thw ;ohnboat operator was thrown overboard, but managed to swim to
his circling boot and stop the engine.

Collision 10 - An 18 ft (5.5 m) runabout was anchored in a tidal bay. The wind picked upand caused the water to become quite choppy. A 28 ft (8.5 m) cabin cruiser ran over the
anchored boat. No one was seriously injured.

I9
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5.2 In-Depth Investi 9 ation Reports

ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION REPORT

Date of Investigation: 6 ,June 1975

Dc' . oi Accident: 27 /My 1975

Investigation: Collision No. 75-01

I '!
I

SUMMARY - WYLE ACCIDENT NO. 75- 166

The occident reported herein involved a 16 ft rinabout powered by two 135 horsepower out-

board motors and a 7 ft water scooter type pleasure vehicle powered by a 30 horsepower out-

board motor. The type of c-:cident was a collision, result;ng in the death of one of the two

people aboard the water scooter. During the afternoon of May 27, 1975, five adults (3 males

and 2 females) gathered on a sandy river beach area for a picnic and pleasure boat outing.

The area was located approxirmately L,'2 mile downstream from a public lounc ramp where the

involved boots were launched. The oart, continued the beach/water activity until approxi-

rvately 8:15 p.m. During the outing, 3/4 at a "fifth" cf bourbon was consumed by three of

the people (two people were non-drinkers).

At approximately 8:15 p.m., a ny, ' and a female 1ooarded a 15 ft ,unabout (boat not involved

in accident) and went to the launch -amp. At approximately 8:30 p.m., the remaining three

people prepared to start back to the launch ramp. A male and the remaining female boarded
tne water scooter with the mole stated in the opeiator's position. The final person (male

owner of the involved runabout) boarded his boat. The water scooter got underway first and
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started toward the launch ramp. The runabout got underway shortly thereafter and started

back to t ,, !a-ch ramp. At approximately 8:35 p.m., the rur.,bout overtook the water

scooter and a coliion oc..u.-red. The water scooter was not equipped with running lights.

The operator of the water scooter and passenger were thrown off. The owner of the runabout,

realizing a collision had occurred, turned around and found the water scooter going around in

circles. He located the female passenger floating with an AK-I PFD. The operator could not

be found. The runabout owner took the passenger aboard and returned to the launch ramp

for help.

The two persons originally in the party went immediately to the site in the 15 ft runabout but

found only the water scooter, still running i'n circles. They left and returned to the launch

ramp.

A bystander (with a portable search light) and the female occupant of the 15 ft runabout
returned to the site but found nothing except the water scooter (stopped). The bystander
rode the water scooter to the ramp. The body of the operator of the water scooter was

recovered by rescue squads at approximately 1:20 p.m., May 28, 1975 (the following day).

tI
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1.0 BOAT OCCUPANT DATA

Boat No. I - 7 ft Water Scooter

Formal
Operator Swimming Boating Boating PFD's
Passenger Sex Ag Weight Abilit Experience Instruction Worn

Operator M 30 175 Good >3 yrs No No

Passenger F 21 147 Poor Little No Yes

Boat No. 2 - 16 ft Runabout

Operator M 27 180 Good >5 yrs No No

The followina is based on several interviews with surviv:rs and with the investigating officer

as well as friends of the group who were on the outing:

16 ft Runabout Operator (Male)

Likes fast boats - Fast cars - Motorcycles - Used to be a Green Beret - National

Guard member - Doesn't drink - Goes away occasionally by himself - Has job - Boat

is racy - Two 135 Mercs on special modified transom - Two bladed bronze cupped

props set up for top running ("-6' raised transom) power trim - 18 gal. tank - Seldom

full because of weight (limits speed).

Water Scooter Operator (Male)

Divorced - Reportedly had "some mental problem" a year ago - Reportedly "drinks

a good deal" - Brought the liquor on the trip - Skiis, swims - Had job - Deceased.
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Water Scooter Passenger (Female)

Giddy, not too verbal - Appeared very dependent on others for guidance - Overweight,

non-drinker - Can't swim over a "few feet" - Skittish of water and boats - Was wear-

ing PFD - Wife of passenger in 15 ft boat below.

15 ft Runabout Operator (Female)

Married - Operated boat by herself (Husband was at work) - "Good friends" with

husband of water scooter passenger - Extravertish, coy.

15 ft Runabout Passenger (Male)

Quiet - Husband of water scooter passenger - Quite non-committal about accident -

Admitted drinking, but "not heavily."

2.0 ENVIRONMENTI The sky was clear, the wind calm, sunset was near 45 minutes previously - there was no moon.

The river was relatively narrow, the air temperature estimated at 77 F and water temperature

estimated at 71 F. There were no lights on the shore at the accident site. The water depth

was approximately 80 ft.

3.0 NARRATIVE OF ACCIDENT

3.1 Pre-Accident

During the couie of the afternoon of May 27, 1975, five adults and three boats gathered at
a site approximately one-half mile from a launch ramp, intending an outing and cookout.

The three boats and occupants arrived at three different times. Three of the persons involved

in the outing arrived at the launch ramp at approximately 3:30 p.m. These people were a

man (1) and wife (2) and a second female (3) who owned c, 15 fr runabout. The 15 ft runabout

was launched and the three people proceeded to a locally popular sand bar along the west

bank of the river and prepared to cook (see photograph 1 and Figure 1 for accident area).
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The water scooter owner (4) arrived at approximately 5:00 p.m. at the sand bar after the

people already present on the sand bar had spent some time sunning and boat riding from the

sand bar, including two trips to the launch ramp to check on the arrival of no. (4).

The water scooter was ridden by the four as the cookout proceeded. Also, no. (4) had brought

ic fifr. of bourbon which was to be three-fourths consumed by no. 1, 3, and 4. No. 2 did

not drink.

The owner of a 16 ft runabout (5) arrived at approximately 6:30 p.m. Although he knew the

others, he was not a planned part of the original crew. He had heard at the ramp that they

we ," there, and came to join them. The next two hours (until about 8:15 p.m.) were spent

listening to the tape player in the 16 ft boat, swimming, eating and evidently, drinking.

No. 5 reportedly did not drink anything.

At approximately 30 minutes after sundown (official sundown 7:56 p.m.), No. I and 3

returned to the launch ramp in the 15 ft boat. They sat in the boat "a few minutes" after

which no. 1 went to ge: the car/trailer to remove the boat from the water. Several other

boats/people were at the ramp.

Meanwhile, during this time, no. 2 and 4 had decided to start bock. Nc. 5 had been trying

to get one of the motors on his boat started. (One was running o.k.). The plan had been for

the 16 ft runabout to escort the water scooter since the water scooter had no running lights

and darkniss was nearing completion.

3.2 Accident
I1

Gear aboard was as shown in Figure 2 and the weather as noted in Section 2.0

The water scooter with no, 2 sected behind no. 4 (and wearing a PFD) started to the ramp.

No. 2 said that they had to stand and lean forward to get on plane. She remembered "looking

back and seeing the 16 ft runabout's white light and front lights - both of them." She says

she remembers nothing else until back at the ramp.
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Mi
Back at the ramp, no. 3 was preparing to remove her boat as soon as the trailer was in the

water. Suddenly, the 16 ft runabout arrived with no. 5 shouting that no. 4 fell off and he
"couldr,'t find him."

According to the investigating officer and other witnesses, the time was approximately 8:45

p.m. .. ."just about good dark." No. 5 had the passenger of the water scooter (2) aboard

the 16 ft runabout. He said, "I was just getting on plane and felt a loud thump. At first

[ though I hit a log and felt the floor for water. Then I realized that I may have hit some-

thing else and turned around to find the water scooter going around in tight circles. I saw

something in the water and grabbed." He thought it was no. 4. It was the female passenger

(no. 2). He pulled no. 2 aboard and searched and called for no. 4, but found nothing.

Then he proceeded quickly to the ramp for help. No. 2 had been injured as a result of the

collision and was taken to a local hospital by private auto. A

3.3 Post Accident
i4

A bystander left (on foot) to get to a telephone and call the Marine Police. The call was

received at exactly 9:00 p.m., according to police records. In the meantime, no. 5 in

the 16 Ft boat led no. 3 and a bystander in the 15 ft boat back to the accident site. The

water scooter was still going in counter-clowe.vise circles of about 15 ft diameter. Calls and

quick search did not locate no. 4. No lights (flash or search) were aboard. The two boats

returned to the ramp. No. 3 left to call her husband who was at work (actually or picket

line - company on strike).

The bystander boarded the 16 ft boat with no. 5 with a portable flashlight and again returned

to the scene (time, approximately 9:00 p.m.). The water scooter was found stopped - no

sign of no. 4. The bystander boarded the water scooter. He found it in gear - forward, with

the throttle advanced (did not remember how far). After finding neutral, he was able to

start (pull rope) the outboard after two or three trys. He rode the water scooter back to the

ramp at a slow speed, orriving at approximately 9:10 p.m. The Marine Police arrived at

approximately 9:15 p.m.
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Further search that night revealed nothing. The body of the deceased was recovered

or the site in nearly 80 ft of water at 1:20 p.m. the next cay (May 28, 1975). The official

cause of death was listed as "drowning" by the town's elected coroner (a car salesman).

i ,er .ie,,s with the attending mortician yielded the fact that the deceased had a large lvmp -

her egg size - on the left side of his face. The area was "considerably swollen." The only

other marks found on the body were drag hook marks.

The swelling indicated that he had been struck a sharp blow before he drowned. Length of

time to cause the swelling could not be estimated, but the swelling could not occur if he

ha: received the blow after death. No autopsy ws performed.

No. 2 hod several bruises on her right arm, right side of her face and a "black eye" on the

right side as well as bruises on the inside of her left lower leg. She was "treted and released"

at the hospital emergency room.

4.0 FACIb FROM BOAT INSPECTION

7' Water Scooter (Hydro Cycle)

The boat was a 1966 model of the type shown in te reproduction of a later brochure (1972).

The later version has a throttle hand grip which automatically cuts the throttle to idle if

released. The involved boat had no such safety mechanism. Attempts to contact the manu-

facturer for more details yielded no address or phone number for such a company (Hydro

Cycle, 215 E. Alma Street; San Jose, California). The original owner of the water scooter

saidthat the boat had been sold to the deceased without motor or controls. The deceased

had obtained an old 1953 Johnson and had iralled dual lever controls on the port side in

front of the driver - see Hydra Cycle brochure and photograph 2.

The controls and mo.or had been removed ut the time of the investigation, but were examined

(see photograph 3). The controls had been -old to a neighbor, the motor stored, and the boat
/ e

taken by the brothed of the deceased toa city dump. It could nct h located. (The boat

photograph is from a local newspaper.)
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The controls were examined after they had been installed on the neighbors boat (photograph 4)

and ti'ev cpparently operated o.k. Further investigation revealed that the control cable-

were not used i.-, the new installation, and that the push-pull cable for the throttle was broken

about 5 inches up the coux covering. Examination of the motor throttle arrangement showed
a "push-to-open-throttle" arrangement. This means that (with a broken cable) the throttle
could be advanced, but would probably not retard.

The boat hull photographs, and the testimony of the investigating officer and the bystander

all indicate that damage was found on the starboard side of the water scooter as shown in 4
the boat damage sketch (Figure 3).

6' Sidewinder Runabout

Examination of the boat showed minor damage on the port bow about 6' aft (see Figure 3). Of

coriderable interest was the fact that this small runabout was equipped with twin 135 hp

Mercury outboards with power trim. The transom had been raised to accommodate the motors.

They were each equipped with two bladed bronze cupped props. Twin single lever Mercury

controls were used. Otherwise, the boat appeared well kept and in good working order.

The only exception was that the starboard running light was inoperable (blown lamp). All

steering and engines controls operated properly. However, the controls for the power trims

were mounted on a wooden panel, but were not connected to any boat structure. They were

simply lying on the deck by the operator's right foot. Apparently, the installation was never

completed. The 18 gallon tank was about 1/4 full. The boat was kept stored in a garage at

the owner's father's home (see photographs 5-8).

5.0 PSYCHOLOGICAL AND HUMAN FACTORS

The following is based on several interviews with survivors and with the investigating officer

as well as friends of the group who were on the outing:

According to interviews and one witness, no. 1, 3 c id 4 had consumed 3,/4 of a fifth of
128 oz

bourbon in about a two hour period. Evenly distributed, this would mean 3/4 X 5 '- 3 or
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about 6 oz earh. This amounr of alcohol in that period of time (even with eaing) coud mean

that all were definitely in a .ocd alcohol content condition which would effect their capob

ities, and could be as high as lhe . 10 percent BAC, considered legally drunk i-1 most states.

6.0 PROBABLE CAUSE OF THE ACCIDENT

C;perating the water scooter in near darkness without lights is certainly a major cause. The

operator of the 16 ft runabout knew that the water scooter was ahead and that his boat was

for rer, so more care could have been given to lookout for the water scooter. Use of alcohol

bf no. 4 may have caused him not to look behind or to have reacted improperly tor not at

all) even if he did see no. 5 overtaking him. He may have turned into the path of no. 5.

Also, since no. 5 was "just getting on plane", his high trim angle may have made his running

lights hard (or impossible) to see and make his forward visibility obscure.

7.0 DYNAMICS/ANALYSIS OF ACCIDENT

The following is reconstructed from interviews, examination of the boats' conditions, study

of the site and condition of boats and persons involved, and interviews with the police and

mortician.

The damage to the boats indicate that the collision occurred on the port side of the runabout

and starboard side of the water scooter. The angle of impact was probably nearly head-on

for the water scooter into the side of the runabout. Examination of the site (see Figure 1)

shows the water scooter had to be heading across the river at on unusual angle; perhaps to

get a better view around the bend.., maybe to get closer to the outside shore where the

water has no shallows.

At the point of impact, the water scooter must have been going at least 20 mph ... "We had

to lean Forward to get on plane ." With two people, the boat was capable of at least 25 mph

with the 30 hp outboard at full throltle.
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The runabout was probably at a speed of 18-26 mph. He was just getilng on plane. The

distance trot the sand bar where they departed would have given him about 300 ft or so to

pick up speed.

The impact velocity was probably quite high (20 - 25 mph) as seen from the damage to the

water scooter.

Upon impact, the passenger and operator of the water scooter were thrown to their right,

colliding with the side of the runabout ... bruises to 1he right side of passenger. Since the

collision was on some angle, the water scooter probably rotated (yawed) to the left (stem

swung to the right). Both people probably went overboard to the port side of the water scooter.

At this point, the runabout was out ahead of the water scooter, 1..,opeople were in the water,

and the water scooter was going in counter-clockwise circles.

i

From the final condition of the passenger and operator of the water scooter, the passenger

avoided contact with the circling boat. But, from the facial damage to the operator (which I

was on the left - opposite side from the collision), the water scooter apparently ran into

him, rendering him either unconscious or nearly so. He must have survived some period after

the facial blow in order for the swelling to Jevelop, but it is impossible to say how long he

stayed alive. Apparently, he did not stay on the surface long, since he could not be found

a very short time later - maybe two to three -vtes.

The passenger was definitely saved by the PFD she was wearing. The death may have been

prevented if the operator also had worn a PFD.

The broken throttle cable on the water scooter cannot be explained adequately, If it broke

before or at the time of the accident, the operator would not have been able to reduce throttle
(at least quickly). But, the boat was driven back to the ramp and the person doing so saw no

abnormal operation. So, the cable most probably was broken somehow after the accident and

before the investi2tion.
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Had the water sc o-ter been equipped with a "dead man" throttle (as later models are), the

deceased may have been saved. If the runabout had a spotlight, he may have been able to

see the operator in the water and save him, but that is remote.
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TIME SEQUENCE

3:30 p.m. - No. 1, 2, and 3 left launch ramp in 15 ft runabout.

3:35 p.m. - No. 1, 2, and 3 arrived at beach area .

3:35-5:00 p.m. -No. 1, 2, and 3 engaged in beach activity and boat riding.

5:00 p.m. - No. 4 arrived at the beach area on the water scooter

5:00-6:30 p.m. -No. 1, 2, 3, and 4 continued beach activity, boat riding, eating, and

drinking.

6:30 p.m. - No. 5 arrived at the beach area with the 16 ft runabout.

6:30-8:00 p.m. - Party continued beach activity, boot riding, eating, and drinking.

8:00 p.m. - No. I and 3 returned to the launch ramp in the 15 ft runabout.

8:30 p.m. - No. 2 and 4 started back to the launch ramp on the water scooter.

8:31 p.m. - No. 5 started back to the launch ramp in the 16 ft runabout.

8:31-8:32 p.m. - 16 ft runabout collided with water scooter

8:33 p.m. - No. 2 helped aboard the 16 ft runabout

8:33-8:41 p.m. - Occupants of the 16 ft runabout searched and called for no. 4

8:45 p.m. - 16 ft runabc't arrived at launch ramp and no. 2 taken to hospital

8:45-9:00 p .m. - 16 ft and 15 ft runabout returned to the accident area and searched fcr

no. 4 and returned to launch ramp for search light.

9:00-9:05 p.m. - 16 ft runabout returned to accident site and search was made for no. 4

using a portable flash light. Water scooter found stopped.

9:10 p.m. - 16 ft rurcbout and water scooter returned to launch ramp.

9:15 p.m. - Marine police arrived at accident site and started dragging operation for no. 4.

1:20 p.m., May 28 - Body of no. 4 found in 80 ft of water at accident site.
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Photograph 1. Accident Scene, May 28, a.m. -Dragging for Deceasedj
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Photogro-oh 3. Water Scooter Motor

PNotagroph 4. Water Scooter Shift and Throttle Contrnls
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Photograph Sixteen Ft Sidewnder Runabout

Photograph 6. Sixteen Ft Sidewinder Runabout
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Photograph 7. Sixteen Ft. Sidewinder Runabout (Damaged Area)

Photograph 8. Sixteen Ft Sidewinder Runabout (Damaged Area)
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90 DAY ~1 / 0% Mane plywood * Telescopc peddle 0 Self beling

GENTLE AS A KITTEN, due to Hydro-Cycle's unique design features. With today's modern,.3
electriq starting engines you can select the right power plant for your family. An easy to reach shift lever for

forward, neutral, and reverse provi des quick, easy control and may be connected to any standard controlI
cable. .Th moforcycle type handle bars that tarn the motor give quick, smooth performance. In addition,
ycu have the motorcycle twist grip-hard throttle that provides easy control 'at all speeds plus, for added safetyv,
the hand throttle allows the engine to automatically shut off when the throttle is released. The best feature of all
is the price of the Barracuda which makes all this fun yours for very little. Whether it be your first experience in
the pleasures of boating, or as a fun addition to your present cruiser, you rill be delighted with its performance.
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Length: 9 feet
I Heright: 28 inche without hws a 215 E. ALMA ST.

Maximnm 11aconniedod HP 35H PHO~NE (408) 293-1021
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I Figure 1. Diagram of Accident Site - Collision No. 75-01
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Figure 3. Damage to Boats: Several Nick Mrks Less Than
1Long In Gelcoot At Location Shown on the Water Scooter
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I ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION REFTOT

Date of Investigation: 15 July 1975ii Date of Accident: 6 July 1975
bwveslgotion: Collision No. 75-02

At apprhndt~ly 10:30 O.M. on a clear, but very dark, night a 19 ft I/0 bowrdor runabout

appeared fa, block the entire bridge spon. As the boat turned, tho lateral accolerotion caused

the operator to fall to his knees. Since he couldn't reach the throttle or maneuver th. boat, it

Thecrusernl~~ritoped Th bide ofendntcalled the Coast Guard, who transported the

Althughth* nsuahc co~pom ha notmod andecisions as of this writing, it appears as if
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1.0 BOAT OCCUPANT DATA
Sex "Age Weight Swimming Boating Boating PFDs

Ability Experience Instruction rn

M 37 220 Good > 500 hrs None No

II

The operator/owner of the boat seemed to be of above average intelligence and possessed a

very affable personality. As the son of a Navy officer, he was raised near the water and had

participated in boating all his life. As a youngster he was involved in sailing in the Annapolis

area, but now prefers small powerboats since powerboat cruising and fishing may be enjoyed

by all members of his family.

Most of his boating experience was in boats similar in size and type to the one which he was

driving at the time of the collision. In fact, much of his boating experience was in the

immediate area of the collision.

2.0 ENVIRONMENT

The sky was clear with a few scattered clouds. A new moon made the sky very dark. The cir

temperature at the time of the accident was approximately 72 degrees. The water temperature

was also 72 degrees. There wa,; almost no wind and little or no current; therefore, the surface

of the water would have been glassy smooth if there had been no boats in the area. In

actuality, the weather was ,o good that the operator noticed an unusually large number of boats

on the river for that time of night.

3.0 NARRATIVE OF ACCiDENT

The following narrative was formulated from interviews with the owner/operator, the bridge

attendant, and the marina operator who salvaged the boat.
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F i 3.1 Pre-Accident

The boat owner worked around the house during the day of the collision. Late in the afternoon,

he picked up his new boat from a local dealer and launched it at a public launch romp on the

Severn River at about 1800. Upon reading the engine manual, the owner discovered that he

was supposed to run the engine at various speeds and not keep it at one speed for a very long

time during the first few hours of operation. Since he wanted to take his family for an outing

across the Chesopeake Bay on the following day, he intended to finish the break-in procedure

that night. He ran the boat up nd down the Severn River until 2030, when he drove it

up one of the Severn's tributaries to the dock behind his home. He ate dinner and took his son

rc. 3 short ride in the boat. After returning his son to his dock, he resumed the break-in

procedure.

He noted that the boat ran well, the steering was easy and did not tend to pull one way or the

other. The controls operated easily. In all, he was quite pleased with the way his new boat

handled.

At vario,-4 times during the evening he stopped by friends' houses to show them his new boat.

These people obviously lived on the water on one of the many tributaries of the Severn River.

He commented that there was more than the normal amount of boat traffic, and that this was

probably due to the unusuclly fine weather.

Just prior to the accident the owner reported that he was he-iding up river at about 20 mph. He

hod no speedometer aboard, but felt that he was going that fast. He hugged the left side of the

river close to the Naval Academy bulkhead because he wasn't sure how deep the water was on

the right side of the river. He hod heard that it was shooling. Just as he approached the

Severn River Drawbridge, which he had gonc under at least a dozen times that night, he tu.ned

to starboard to align himself with the main span (see Figure 1). He was several hundred feet

from the bridge when he felt that he was properly aligned, perpendicular to the starboard side

of the span. He headed for the span but didn't reduce the throttle setting. He never did when

going through the bridges along th, river, and, in fact, he cotldn't have from his position in

he boat.
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He scanned hiz- area behind the bridge for moving red, green, or white lights. He saw none

and assumed that there. ,asn't any other bridge traffic. He was standing in the middle of the

boat between the two seats anc :feering with his right hand on the top of the wheel. Since the

throttle/shift lever was located on the cocm!gq he would have had to lean over the seat or

kneel on it in order to reach the handle.

' He said that he always stood in the center of the boat, beside the helmsman's seat when driving

his boats at night. He felt that he had to see over the windshield in order to gain sufficient

forward visibility. To him, standing beside the control station was beter than sitting on the top

of the seat back rest because that tended to tear the upholstery.

He saw no boat navigation lights on the other side of the bridge. However, he related that

navigation lights were very hard to see at this particular bridge because there are so many

waterfront houses, street lights, and automobile lights on the shore behind the bridge.

3.2 Accident

As he was approaching the bridge span, the operator saw a large cruiser approaching from the

other side of the bridge. There were no navigation lights on the cruiser. The cruiser was

coming very fast, throwing an enormous "bow wave," and was approaching the span at an

angle from this boat operator's left to right. The cruiser continued under the span and this

boat's operator maintained his course until it suddenly became obvious that the cruiser was not

going to straighten out under the span, but was going to continue a diagonal course under the

bridge and ultimately ram this boat. The operator had only a split second to make a collision

avoidance decision. He said that his options were:

* Turn left and try to pass the cruiser starboard to starboard

* Continue straight and try to shoot the rapidly diminishing gap between the

cruiser and the right bridge abutment

• Cuickly swerve to the right in an attempt to avoid going through the bridge.
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He decided to turn right. He turned the wheel about 1/2 to 3/4 of a revolution. The boat

turned and the lateral acceleration pushed him to port. He hung onto the wheel and fell to his

nees. At this point he must have turned the wheel to the left or possibly let go of it and it 1
-- the left an its own. He doesn't remember. He does remember looking up, through the

W'ld~i~ield just as the bridge abutment was closing in. He was thrown into what he believed to be

--e i-dsihield frame when the boat hit the abutment. The blow to the forehead rendered him

unco.nscious. The time was now cpproximately 1030.

The boat hod actually taken a zig-zag course turning first to the right, then to the left. It had

gone around the wooden structure that protects the concrete bridge abutment and had bounced j
'c back side of the wooden structure. The boat proceeded parallel with the wooden structure

!or cproximately 10 feet until it came to the point where the wooden structure posses ben'eath

,:,e b,: ge at about three feet from the concrete bridge abutment. The boat shot the gap,

collided with the bridge abutment and remained lodged between the wooden structure and the

i J abutment.

Meanwhile, the cruiser kept on going. The bridge attendant heard "two or three" bangs and

got up, out of his chair in the control house to check the situation. He sow nothing out of the

ordinary so he went bock to his chair. Actually, the boat had collided coi the diagonally

opposite side of the span from the control tower. About five minutes later the bridge attendant

'heard faint cries for help. He grabbed his flashlight and went out on the bridge. Fishermen on

the bridge had also heard the cries for help. The boat was spotted and a quick flash of the

light showed one person in a boat with blood all over his face.

The bridge attendant went back to his tower and called the Coast Guard while the fisherman

on the bridge signalled o nearby boat. Occupants of the boat boarded the stricken craft, heid

pressure on the occupant's head wound and put an AK-I PFD on him. The PFD was his and was

located on the floor beside him. There were other PFD's in the boat also, actual number unknown.

The Coast Guard responded within minutes, removed the operator from his boat and oak him to

a nearby marira to o waiting ambulance. They then returned to the boat and tied it securely

to the wooden structure.
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3.3 Post Accident

The boat remaine tlied to the bridge for two days. In that time, the three foot rise and fall of

the tide, currents, and the wash of passing boats resulted in severe secondary damage to the

stricken craft. Large bolts that hold the horizontal protective boards onto the vertical pilings

ground their way through the port side and bottom of the boat. It filled with water and swamped.

The seat assemblies which the owner reported as not being fastened to the floor, floated away

along with gas cans, PFD's and other loose, buoyant items. The bridge attendant called the

Coast Guard again and reported these items as hazards to navigation. The Coast Guard responded

but didn't find any of the items. Apparently other boaters found them first.

The boat was towed off the bridge and to a nearby marina two days after the accident. It is

interesting to note that the boat floated bow up. When towed by the trailer eye on the bow the

boat initially wanted to float upside down, but as the tow boat picked up speed the bcit turned

over on its own to on upright, bow up attitude and proceeded to bail itself. By the time the

salvage party got to the marina the stricken craft was on the surface and was easily maneuvered

into the lifting slings before it could sink again. it was hculed out and at the time of the

investigaion was blocked up and waiting for the insurance company's repair or declare a total

loss decisior.

According to the operator, he had consumed a coupie of beers during the day, but had had no

alcoholic beverages that evening. The marina owner said he thought the operator had been

drinking quite a bit, but wouldn't divulge the source of his information.

4.0 FACTS FROM THE BOAT INSPECTION

The 1975 boat involved in this accident was a 19 ft bowrider with a 120 hp VO propulsion

system. The 1300 lb fiberglass hull was of a semi-v configuration with a beam of 86 inches.

As con be expected, bow damage was the greatest, bu was localized and was all above the

waterline. If the boat had been salvaged before a change in tide, it would probably not have

sunk. The wooden structure damaged a four foot section of the port bow while the corner of

the concrete bridge abutment damaged a two foot wide section of the starboard bow.
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The boot itself is lightly constructed with a pop-riveted shoe box type overlapping hul) to deck

joint. Upon impact the pop rivets failed, and the joint opened up for a distance of about six

feet back from either side of the bow.

The deck structure crushed, as did the hull. Since this boot had no secundacy supporting

structure under the foreword deck area the deck and hull buckled and allowed the abetment to

advance about 1-1/2 feet into the forward portion of the boat. The advancement of the
IIabutment into the boat was finally stopped by the horizontal forward seat portion of the deck

structure. The crushing effect of the relatively thin fiberglass structures absorbed the energy

of the impact at a slower rate than if the structure would have been morj. solid and may have

had an effect on the relatively minor injuries that were sustained.

Neither the windshield, its aluminum frame, or the steering wheel were damaged so it was

impossible to determine exactly what the operator hit his head on.

5.0 PSYCHOLOGICAL AND HUMAN FACTORS

The operator was not familiar with the turning dynamics of his new boot. Obviously, he would

not have turned right to avoid the collision if he thought that the lateral acceleration would

knock him off his feet.

One could soy that he shouldn't have been operating the boat from a standing position beside

the control station anyhow. But was he forced into that by the manufacturer? Many older

runabouts (back in the wood boat days) had windshields hat hinged open. Most quality

cruisers still include opening windshields forward of the control station. Most contempory

runabout haoe fixed windshields. They cre cheaper and iooK better since the frames con be

thinner and they can be curved instead of faceted. So boat 3perators must either stand or kneel

on the seat, or sit on the top of the back rest to see over the windsnield.

If we assume that all controls and display; are designed to be optima!ly located from th: seated

position, then they must e less than optimally located from the standing, kneeling, or sitting on

the bock rest positions. In fact, they a-e Reaction times are greatly inlcreased.
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In this case, the operator had time and room to turn and avoid the collision. Even though he

was standing he was able to swerve and miss the protruding point of the wooden structure that

protects the bridge abutment. If he could have continued his turn he would have avoided the

collision. If he were seated at the time he could have turned and throttled back. There would

have been no collision.

He felt that he was not speeding. Running at displacement speed in a planing boat is frustrating.

He couldn't see well at hump speed. Therefore, he chose planing speed as do many other

operators of similar boats.

k He had no spot light to shine ahead and, in fact, said that he didn't like to use them because
0they affected his night vision. He said that his 360 white light didn't bother him as long as

he dic'n't look aft. Then he couldn't see well for a few minutes.

He wasn't wearing a PFD and in fact never wore one; however, he always had one . lose by,

just in case. In this cose he didn't need one because he wasn't thrown out of the boat. However,

if the dynamics of the crash had been just slightly different, he could have been injured,

and tossed out of the boat. Without the PFD he would probably have drowned ..

The operator didn't see the cruiser on the other side of the bridge and, therefore, assumed that

its navigation lights weren't on. In fact, the cruiser was heading straight at him. The cruiser

lights, if they were on, were not moving in relatioi, to the background and, therefore, blended

in with the many shore lights behind the cruiser.

6.0 PROBABLE CAUSES OF COLLISION

The most probable causes of the collision are:

* The operator was proceeding too fast for conditions
I

* The operator was unfamiliar with the dynamics of his new boat. He attempted

to make a hard right turn while standing in the middle of The boat beside the

control station. The resultant lateral acceleration knocked him off his feet.

He then lost control of the boat.
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7.0 DYNAMICS/ANALYSIS OF COLLISION

1) It probably wouldn't have happened if the operator would have been seated in the

proper position. He was out of position because he couldn't see through the windshield.

A folding windshield could have prevented the collision. This could be particularly

effective if coupled with some method to keep the operator in his proper driving position.

2) The control station of this boat is fairly far forward. It would be interesting to study

the effects of lateral acceleration as a result of the fore/aft position in a boat. Perhaps

results of lateral acceleration studies as well as visibility studies and vertical acceleration

studies could result in an optimum control station location for this type c boat.

3) The fact that there was no reinforcement structure under the fiberglass skin at the bow

resulted in a severely crushed bow. But the energy absorbin g qualities of the crushing

of the fiberglass slowed down the deceleration rate and may have preven.ed more

serious injury to the operator.

4) Operator education stressing speed reduction at night and the dangers of operating a

boat while not in the proper driving position could have prevented this collision.

5) Stricter speed laws could have prevented this collision.

8.0 OTHER PROBLEM AREAS

A ventilation problem was discovered in the engine compartment of this boat. It had nothing

to do with the collision, but could have caused an explosion. It might be worth while to check

with the manufacturer to see if this was the only boat produced in this manner.

The hose extending from the transom mounted blower to the bilge was too long and was laying

in the lowest portion of the bilge. Two inches of bilge water had filled the hose more than

half full. It would be entirely possible to expect a normal amount of bilge water to totally

cover the vent hose, thereby rendering the blower useless. The blower would still run and the

operator would, of course, count on it to do its job. See Figure 3.
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TABLE 1. TIME LINE OF EVENTS IN THE ACCIDENT

I 1100 I i
Operator arose (1130)

1200 Opened store (1200)

t 13001
1400 _

1500
1600 _ _i

1700 Closed store (1700) 1
Dined at restaurant (1730)

1800 Arrived at boat (1815)
Departed marina (1830)

1900

2000

2100

2200

Collision occurred (2230)
2300 Coast Guard arrived and took passengers (2240)

2400

0100

0200

0300 "

Coast Guard arrived to pull boat off breokwoll (0330)0400 _ _

450 Boat pulled off breakwall (0430) A

0600 Boat hauled out of water (0600)
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Figure 2. Damage to Boat
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ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION REPORT

Date of Investigation: 1 July 1975

Dnte of Accident: 7 May 1975

Investigation: Collision No. 75-03

SUMMARY - WYLE ACCIDENT NO. 75-088

This accident involved one boat colliding with a fixed object. At approximately 5:35 am

on May 7, 1975, two men set out on a fishing trip from a launch ramp located on a river.

The boat was a sixteen foot open fisherman type powered by a forty horsepower outboard

motor. A four horsepower trolling motor was installed on the starboard side of the

transom. According to the operator, the men travelled down stream at a speed of 4-6 mph for

a distance of approximately 0.4 miles. The river current was estimated to be approximately

2 mph. The operator and passenger almost simultaneously spotted a dark object straight ahead

and only a few yards away. The operator shifted the motor into reverse in an attempt to stop

the boat before hitting the object. The collision avoidance effort on the part of the operatorI
was too late and the boat hit the object bow on. On impact, the operator was thrown forward

into the steering console and the passenger was thrown forward into the bench seat. The opera-

t- ,03 --.! htjured, but the passenger received severe head injuries. After the collision, the

operator noted that water was coming into the forward section. He moved to the stern which

raised the bow sufficiently to stup the ingress of water. The secondary :.-pact -with the steer-

ing console causeo the ccble to unwind from the drum disabling the remote steering. The

operator maneuvered the boat back to the launch ramp by holding onto the motor cover.
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1.0 BOAT OCCUPANT DATA
Formal

Ooerotor/ Swimming Boating Boating PFD's
P., ssenaer Sex Age Weight Ability Experience Instructions Worn

M 33 190 Good >300 hrs. None No
Poss. M 68 175 Good >500 hrs. None NoI!

1.1 Owner/Operator

From the interview it was apparent that the owner was an experienced boat operator and

fisherman. He hod over 300 hours of boat operating experience in the rivers and lakes of

:outhvt slerr, Mchiga 1 . He was aware o the pissenger's knowvledge o" boa" handling and

considered his abi!ity at least equal to his own.-

The ovner was a machinist by trade and seemed to be of average intelligence. His formal

education probably consisted of high school with a machinist trade school. He is a subscriber

to a nat-onal boating and fishing magazine.

The operator's original statements concerning events before, during and after the accident

were very general. Specific details concerning the accident were gined only through

direct questioning by the interviewers.

1.2 Passengr

At the time of this accident investigation, it was apparent thor the passenger had not recovered
from mental and physical injuries resulting from the accident, which precluded an assessment

of his mental and physical state at the time of the accident. However, from talking to the

passenger's wife and friends, it is assumed that he was of normal intelligence and physical

ability prior to the accident. He had over 500 hours of boating experience in the rivers and

lakes of southwestern Michigan.
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2.0 ENVIRONMENT

The sky was clear and the wind was calm. The air temperature was estimated at 57°F and

water temperature estimated at 480F. There were street lights and lighting on commercial

buildings along the west bank of the river. There were no lights along the east side of the

river. Caution lights were installed on the bridge that was being dismantled and according to
the operator were inoperative at the time of the accident. The occident occu;'red approximately

40 minutes before official sunrise. The water depth at the accident site was 15-20 ft.

3.0 NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF ACCIDENT

3.1 Pre-Accident

The owner/operator of the involved boat and the passenger had known each other for a number

of years and had been fishing together many times. The accident areo was a point between

the launch ramp and the fishing location. Both occupants had been past this point by boat

on numerous occasions and were thoroughly familiar with this section of waterway. The

operator had been on vacaticn since April 23, 1975 and hod been past this point to the fishing

location seven consecutive days up until May 5. They were aware of the fact that the bridge

was being removed; however, the operator stated that the location of obstructions in the

vicinity of the bridge area changed from day to day due to the dismantling process.

On the day before the accident (May 6, 1975), the operater (A) contacted the passenger (B)

and set up a fishing trip for May 7. (A) called the local marine weather station and was

briefed on he forecasted weather conditions for May 7. The forecast called for clear skies,

calm wind and air temperature in the upper 60's.

A and B went to bed prior to 11 pm on May 6 and got up at approximately 4 am the next

morning to prepare for the fishing trip. Both men had breakfast and A hooked the boat trailer
ro !-,., auto =.6 drove to B's house, arriving at approximately 5 am. The men left B's house
at approximately 5.05 am and arrived at the launch ramp 25 miles away at approximately

5:35 am.
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3.2 Accident

Te boot was launched and the fishing equipment stowed. Th.! transom drain plug was installed

just before launching so there was no water in the boat at the start of the trip. The men left

the launch area and headed downstream at approximately 5:40 am. Gear aboard was as shown

;n Figure 1 and the weather as in Section 2.0. It was very dark and the only way that A

could keep himself oriented was by reference to street lights and lighting on commercial

buildings crn the east bank of the river. There wt-e no lights on the west side of the river.

The river made a gradual bend to the left from the bridge site, making lights on the east bank

visible when looking straight down the river channel from the bridge site (approximately 1 .5

•ile: , The brilliance of these lights at a distance of 1.5 miles was not sufficient to silhouette

ci o s~rjction in the river channel.

The men travelled a distance of approximately 0.4 miles at an estimated speed of 4-6 mph. A

spotted a dark object dead ahead and only a few yards distance. Almost simultaneously, B

spotted the object and yelled to A that there was something ahead. A hastily pulled the

shift lever toward the reverse position. As the shift lever passed the neutral position, it hung

momentarily before going into reverse. The boat impacted the object bow on with A still

working with the shift lever. He was not sure if he got the motor into full reverse before the

impact; however, after impact, he noted that the shift was in the reverse position. On impact

A was thrown forward into the steering wheel and steering wheel console. The force of his

body ripped the console loose from the boat hull at the aft end, swinging the wheel and

console in a clockwise arc approximately 30 degrees. Movement of the console caused the

steering cable to unwind from the steering wheel drum disabling the remote steering. B was

thrown forward, face down into the fishing tackle box located on the bench seat immediately

in front of him. The plastic windshield was broken in the center bottom and B thinks he broke

it with his hand when he was thrown forward, but cannot be sure.

Immediately after impact, A noticed that a large amount of water was coming into the

bow section. He could not see where the water was coming in because of darkness. A moved

to the stern thinking that the bow would come up enough to stop the ingress of water into the

bow. The water siopped coming in and A directed his attention to B. A asked B if he was
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hurt and B replied that he would be alright. A could tell that B was injured by his slumped

position over the ben&, seat and the confusion and non-awareness detectable in his speech.

The motor was in reverse and still running. The bow was pointed downstream with the reverse

speed about eauol to the current, so the boat was essentially staying in place. A put the

motor in f.:,rward gear and started back to the launch ramp sitting astern and steering the boat

by the motor cover. He maintained the fastest speed at which he could control the steering.

After the collision, A estimated that 50-60 gallons of water came into the boat before he moved

to the stern. When the boat came to the launch ramp, A was afraid if he stopped the boat it

would sink, so he drove the boat up on the concrete launch ramp. Refer to Figure 2 for

sketch of accident area. Photograph I and 2 show the location of the bridge at the time of

the accident.
I -

3.3 Post Accident

B was taken to a local hospital by ambulance. 'iis injuries were diagnosed to be a broken

nose, lacerations of the forehead, and a bruised right wrist and hand. He was treated and

released. On the afternoon of May 7, he was returned to the hospital because of brain

hemorrhaging. His condition was then diagnosed as brain damage which caused the hemorrhage.

A subsequent blood clot in the brain and partial paralysis of the right side of the body.
I

At *he time of the accident investigation, he had undergone two head operations. He cppeared

to be somewhat physically feeble for his size and build and was not very alert mentally.

Although his wife said his paralysis had improved, it was evident that some paralysis still

existed in his right side. A was not injured during the collision.

It is reasonable to assume that no alcohol was consumed by the occupants prior to the accident.

V/cr, , was asked ;ndirectly if alcohol had been consumed the night before the accident, he

voiced an almost violent opposition to drinking alcohol.
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TIME SEQUENCE

4:00 a .m. - Men arose to prepare for trip.

4:,, c .m. A arrived at B's house with boat/trailer.

5:05 a.m. - A and B left B's house for launch ramp.

5:35 a .n. - Arrived at launch ramp.

5:40 a.m. - Left launch ramp and headed downstream

5:50 a.m. - Boat impacted steel struct(ure

5:50 - 5:51 a.m. A moved to the stern to stop water ingress and started back to

launch ramo.

6:15 c.r. - Arrived back at launch romp and got in automobile to transport B
I to hospitoal.

6:35 a.m. - Arrived at hospital.
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Tbr-i 4.0 FACTS FROM THE BOAT INSPECTION

The boot w3 a 16 Fi '96V mvdel Sea Numph of welded and riveted aluminum construction.

The boot was powered by a 40 horsepuwa" Johnson outboard motor. A 4 horsepower Mercury
outboard motor was installed on the transom, starboard side for trolling.

The boat was a typical semi-v bottom cpen boat used almost exclusively for fishing.
A 1/4 inch plywood homemade bow cover had been installed by the owner. The cover
extended approximately one-fourth the length of the boat aft. A 1/16 inch thick plastici! windshield and a V/4 inch plywood sun roof had also been installed by the owner. A

trolling motor mount had been installed on the transom starboard side.

Damage caused by the collision was as follows:

0 Large dent in area at the stem midpoint

0 Large hole in bow starboard side

* Steering console torn loose from boat hull at aft end
, Plexialass windshield broken at center bortom

The flotation material consisted of a styrofoam block installed under the three aft seats at the
time of manufacture.

There was an open space under the bow seat but no evidence could be found that flotation

material had been installed in that location (which is not unusual for that age boat). Refer to
Photographs 1-4 for boat details. A
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5.0 PSYCHOLOGICAL AIND HUMAN FACTORS

The -aerator stated several times during the interview tkat he felt somewhof repo:Ible for i

?e :acclEent, but could not recl anything specific that he shou:: : hove done differently. it
is very likely that he knew he was going too fast for existing conditions, but would not admit

this even to himself. He was thoroughly familiar with the uccident area; therefore, the un-

lighted obstruction was probably sufficient justification for him to feel that this was the sole

cause of the accident.

No doubt the :iomemade plastic windshield restricted the operator's forward visibility.

';ihetFer or not this fact contributed to the accident is unknown.

6.0 PROBABLE CAUSE OF ACCIDENT

The -ollowing items are most likely the major factors in causing this accident.

0 The unlighted obstruction was certainly a major factor in this accident.

The operator stated that Coast Guard personnel or. duty at the time of the

accident verified that the caution lights on the bridge wre inoperative at
I

the time of the accident.

* The boat was probably travelling too fast for existing conditions. The operator

stated that the speed was 4-6 mph; however, on examination of the bow

damage caused by the impact and calculations as ta the probable impact velocity,

it is assumed that the boat speed was at least 15 mph. Refer to Appendix A for

calculations.

There was no spotlight on board. The operator wcs confident he coid avoid

obstructions without a li-ght since he was thoroughly familiar with the area.

* The olexiglass windshield that had been installed oy the operator probab'y

impaired forwa.-d visibility.
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7.0 DYNAMICS/ANALYSIS OF THE ACCIDENT

The following is presented, based on the narrotive, the boat load distribution, and knowledge

of the boat charactens;, .:

From the load dstribution, it can be assumed that the boat was running essentially transversely

level with a positive trim angle of approximately 7 degrees. This running angle would allow

adequate forward visibility from the helm under normal lighting conditions. Forward visibility

was restricted only by the windshield and darkness.

The boat impacted the obstruction bow on and there was evidence that the occupants were

thrown forward parallel with the longitudinal axis of the boat. Therefore, it is assumed that

the boat remained transversely level during and after the impact.

The operator stated that he may have tried to turn the boat to starboard to avoid the obstruction.

The steering wheel was located at knee level to the seated operator which required steering

contr o' to be accomplished by grasping the steering wheel on the top portion. The operator's
right hand was on the gear shift at the time of impact. Due to the location of the steering
wheel, it is reasonable to assume that a collision avoidance maneuver requiring a turn of

over 15-20 degrees could not be accomplished with one hand.
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APPENDIX A - PROBABLE IMPACT VELOCITY

Estimation of Relative Velocity at Impact

The amount of damage done to the boat structure by the impact appears to be far greater than

what experience tells us can" be done by the relatively low velocity reported by the owner/

operator. This damage consists of the bow structure being collapsed and crushed back too 

permanent set of some 8-10 in. and a railroad tie piercing the front side of the hull about

three feet aft of the bow.

For purposes of estimating velocity, it will be assumed that the primary impact was bow-on and

that the boat then swung so that the curved front side skin of the boat hit the jutting railroad

tie at right angles so that puncture of the skin was possible. Photographs of the damaged bow 4
indicate that its impact must have been nearly bow-on since the ensuing structural crushing

is roughly symmetrical on either side of the centerline of the boat. If the initial impact were

with the tie,this would absorb some of the kinetic energy of the boat so that the velocity at

impact calculated below would be on the low side.4

In order to estimate the speed of the boat at impact, we will estimate the kinetic energy of

the boat and its fixed contents and equate this to an estimate of the amount of energy necessary

to do the observed structural crushing of the bow of the boat. From this equality, the velocity

as the only unknown can be determined.

Kinetic Energy of Boat and Fixed Contents

The boat has been estimated to weigh about 400 lb. The fixed equipment, including motor at

140 Ib, and fuel at 90 Ib, is estimated to weigh no more than another 400 lb. Note that the

operator and passenger are not included in this calculation of kinetic energy since their con-

tribution will be towards a secondary impact, when they are slammed forward into the interior

boat structure, rather than to damcge done in the primary impact.

K.E. /1,'2) MV 2  (400 - 400)V 2 /2 xg

- 800 V2 (2x 32.2) 12.422 V2
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Energy Absorbed In Crushing Of The Bow

This estimate will be made by first estimating the force necessary to cause the hull aluminum to

-:s- into a permanent set condtion and then multiply this by the distance that the bow has

)een crushed in. Here we ore faced with making reasonable estimates as to the alloy, gage,

and .temper of the metal plus the geometry of the bow prior to the crushing.

The boar was 15'9" long, 6' 172" wide and 2' deep. Then taking the weight of 400 pounds

and spreading it over the surface to be covered, and taking into consideration the concentrated A

weights due to the bow casting, the gunnels, stringers, and motor mounting structure, we find

tkat t;-s weight corresponds closely to the standard aluminum alloy gage of 0.072". This is

a gage that could well be used for a quality aluminum boat. The next standard gage higher

0.081" is too thick for the type of forming done in skinning a boat. The next lower gage of

0.063" is a possibility, but if this is the case, the weight estimate for the boat of 400 lb is

too high.

In order to collapse the bow sufficient force must be applied to cause permanent yielding of

the aluminum over on area of a curved triangle some 8 in. on a side. See sketch below.

8
.072"

The area of metal involved would be approximately 3 x 8 x 0.072 1 .728 in2

The depth of col lapse is estimated as at least 8 in.

r'he strength of the aluminum is the next thing to try to determine. Normally, we would feel

that alloy 5052 would be used due to its ready availcbility, weldability, and excellent

corrosion resistance to marine atmospheres. However, the boat shows definite evidence of

structural riveting which could be an indication that it is fabricated from a heat treatable
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alloy such as clad 6061-T6. If this latter alloy w~re used, the minimum yield strength of the

material would be 35,000 psi. If ally 5052 were used, the minimum yield strength would

depend upon the ,'taroer of the material. The relatively gentle curves indicated by the photo-

graphs of the boat would in 2-ate that it could be formed out of H36 three-quarter hard material

which has a minimum yield strength ot 22,000 psi. However, it is more likely that H34 half

hard material, which is common in the boat building industry, were used which has a minimum :3

yield strength of 20,000 psi. It is possible but not so likely that H32 quarter hard material

were used in which case the minimum yield strength would be as low as 16,000 psi. A boat 3
builder would normally o-!y use H32 if rather extensive stretching or forming were involved.

To be somewhat on the conservative side, we will use the 16,000 psi figure so that the energy

absorbed in crushing the bow of the boat would have been approximately:

1 .728 in2 x 16,000 lb/in2 x 8 in/12 in/ft = 18,432 ft-lb

Estimation of Velocity Based Upon Above Assumptions And Numbers

Equating kinetic energy to energy absorbed, we find:
I

12.422 V2  18,432 ft/lb

V2  18,432/12.422 1484 ft/sec2

V 38.52 ft/sec = 26 mph

Accuracy Of The Above Estimate

If the above is on the low side, it could be due to our choice of a low strength alloy where a J

higher strength one was actually used. This could raise the velocity by the square root of the

relative yield strength of 35,000 vs 16,000 psi or up to a velocity of 38 mph.

If the gage of the metal were lower, say, down to 0.052 in. thickness, this would be two

standard gages lower than our initial estimate, the velocity would go down to somewhat above

22 nph .A
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If our weight estimates ore off by a factor of two, the velocity would go down to 18 mph or

I ,p -o somewhat below 37 mph.

-s oi;-:;cjlt to tnink of any combination of effects that might reduce our estimate to as low

as 15 lnoh.

I~t ii
Il

PREPARED BY: Dr. C. M. Tyler, Jr.

Structural Analysis Group

Wyle Laboratories
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F ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION REPORT

Date of Investigation: 22 July 1975

Dote of Accident: 5-july 1975

Investigation: Collision No. 75-04

SUMMARY - WYLE ACCIDENT NO. 75-327

At 2145 on a relatively clear but moonless night, a family and friends aboard a 31 ft cruis- i
ing powerboat were returning to their home port after a four hour evening cruise. The owner/

. operator, who was quite familiar with the configuration of the aids to navigation in the harbor

entrance, misjudged his distance off ;Le, , cAaoun l ocaie one or ihe flashing lights, and while
searching for it, ran his boat up onto the end of a breakwater. The boot came to rest atop of

the break-vater about 10 ft from the light that he never sow. A

No one was injured and the boat was pulled off of t+3 breakwater within hours after the accident.
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1.0 BOAT OCCUPANT DATA

Formal
Swimming Boating Booting PFD's

.ex -Age W-ight Ability Experience Instructions Worn

M 42 187 Good 500 hrs No No
- zs.e'ger F 30 100 Can swim some No No
Passenger F 41 145 Can swim 500 hrs No No
Passenger F 10 60 Fair not much No Yes
Passenger M 33 175 Can swim some No No
Possenger F 20 120 Can swim some No No
Passenger M 10 60 Can swim yes, with No Yes

parents

- or 'operator of the boat hod been boating all of his life in the area of the accident.

-... ed his present 31 ft powerboat for three years and prior to that, owned a similar

poverboat. Owner modifications to the boat were expertly made with accessibility and

maintainability in mind. In general, the boat had been meticulously cared for and was in

showroom condition. ]

It was evident that the owner was safety conscious and experienced. For instance, he had modi-

fied his cockpit lazerette with hooks that allowed him ro hang all lines, fenders, spore anchors, j
and spore parts such as shackles around the perimeter of the hatch in such a way that they were

instantly availnble and wouldn't Foul each other.

He is an established business man in the community in which he does his boating and is known

as a "non-drinker.

Other occupunts of the boat included the owner/operator's wife, another couple. a 20 year

old girl, and two ten year old children, one of which was asleep in the forward berth at

the time of the accident.

2.0 ENVIRONMENT

The night of the accident was very dark. It was partly cloudy with no moon. The temperature

was 73 degrees, the wind was blowing at about 7 mph, and the seas were calm. Storms were
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forecast for later ihat night, and, in fact, just after the accident the winds began to build.

tHowever, the storms never materialized.

Several other b.ots were in the ;mmediate area. The operator of one of the boats claimed

that he tracked this boat right into the breakwoll, knowing that the boat would hit it.

The harbor was marked by four lighted aids-to-navigation that could be easily seen if back-

ground clutter were not present. However, fishermen with lanterns were on the breakwalls,

a lighted municipal parking lot and a well-lighted marina were in the background. This

created a clutter of multi-colored lights which made it difficult !o distinguish the flashing

lights of the navigational aids.

3.0 4ARRATIVE OF THE ACCIDENT

The following narrative was formulated from on interview with the owner/operator, the Coast

Guard Officer that rescued the occupants and the boat, and the manager of the boat yard

that is repairing the boat.

3.1 Pre-Accident

The owner slept until 1130 wtch is his normal habit since he operates a store that opens

at noon. He tended the store until 1700, at which time he closed the store, wenit home,
II

picked up his family, went to a local restaurant for dinner, and went to the boat. The other

guests convened at the boat and they departed for their evening ride at about 1830. They

cleared the harbor and proceeded west along the shore to the next harbor inlet, a distance of A

about 15 miles. They entered the ha:bor and cruised up the small river as far as a boat of

their size could go, turned around, and cru::3d back out into Lake Michigan. By this time

it was dark. The owner opened up both windshields to their wide open position. He always

did that while travelling at night to increase his visibility. He proceeded east on the

appioximate reciprocal of the course he had made earlier that evening. The boat was running .

on plane with both engines turning 2300 rpm. The night was dark, but the water was relatively

flat since there was an off-shore breeze. In all, it was a very pleasant night for boating.

I
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Upo approaching the harbor area, the owner/operator slowed his engines to 1500 rpm. Tho

0,it dropped off plane and -roceeded at about 6 to 7 mph. The owner, fami liar w'th the harbe,

decided to enter it from the west instead of entering it through the channel marked by the

IoV e oq ne side and a flashing light on the other. The way that the operator chose to

* l r trie 1%rb.,r is not wrong, nor is it unusual, since there are two openings in the breakwolls.

In order to enter the harbor from !he way he chose, one must locate the flashing white light on the

west end of the breokwaf! and proceed into the Inner harbor on a path between the white light and

the -hore.

'Th wr/cemtor atternoted lo locate the white light from his posi ion at the helm inside the

4eckhate. He zouldY'. He mentally computed Ys distance off shore and thought that his

- rc-- wo.ld lead him between the white light and shore. He then located the red flashing light

flW' end of the breakwcil and continued to search for the flashing white light on the near

en3 of the breakwall. HF told his passengers to look for it. The time was 2145. He was

in the middle of attempting .o explain the siruation to a female guest standing beside him, and

his wi standing on the other side of the female guest, when he saw a cement structure about

30 feet it tront of him. At that instant, the male guest, who was sitting on the foredeck,

jumped up or.d waved his arms in such a way as to tell the operator to turn to the right. The

* owner/operctor spun the wheel sharply to the right, but it was too late.

3.2 Accident|I
The boat ran up onto the slav'tad end of the breokwall and come to rest in a bow uo attitude. It

then listed to starboard until its starboard chine contacted a large rock just under the water at

the end of the breckwall. ihe s;;ding door in the cabin rolled shut due to the force of gravity.

The owner attempted to open it, but couldn't, He then shut down the engines an. instructed

everyone to exit +e boat through the forward hatch and climb ro safety on'the breakwall. The

people on the foredeck climbed down to the breakwall. He called the Coast Guard on his VHF

radiotelephone, and, after communicating with them, exited the boat. Upon exiting the boat,

he f'und that the boat was only about 10 feet away from the whi te fiashing aid-to-navigation

thot he hod been searching for.
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He quickly surveyed the boat, found that the starboard aft -s.,.ner of the cockpit was only

inches above the water and decided to tie the boat to the lighthouse to prevent it from sliding

back into the water. The Coast Guard came and took everyone aboard thei.r boat except the

owner/operator who said that he wouldn't leave his boat alone at night for fear that scavengers

would surely strip it by morning. He requested that the Coast Guard find some way to get the

boat off of the breakwall before the water got rough due to the storms that were supposed tr

pass through later that night.

3.3 Post Accident

The Coast Guard personnel took everyone but the owner ashore. The c.vner boarded his boat

and plugged up the cockpit scuppers to attempt to keep as much water as possible out of the

cocKpit. He then surveyed his running gear and found that the port propelle.- was out of the

water and appeared to be undamaged. He started the starboard engine and at.empted to back

the boat off. It wouldn't budge. However, he nc,'ced no vibrations and assumed that the

starbocrd running gear was undamaged. He waited for help.

The Coast Guard returned several times and finally came out with two boats with the intention

of pulling the stricken vessel off of the breakwall. Bridles were wrapped around the b. it in

two directions. One rescue boat was positioned directly aft of the stricken vessel while the

other was posltoned at 90 degrees to port. The boat on the beam pulled first which righted

the stricken vessel, then the other rescue boat pulled it off of the breakwall . While backing

off of the breakwall, Loth propellers were damaged as were the rudders, one rudder stuffing

box, the shafts and the struts. The owner, who was on board with one Coast Guardsman,

checked for leaks and found that the port strut bolts had been pulled out. Water was entering

through the strut bolt holes. The owner got some towels, placed them over the strut area and

recuest.d that tke Coast Guardsman stand on the towel. He did and the leak stopped. The

boat was towed to a local marini, where arrangements had been maae for immediate hauling.

It was now approximately 0600.

The owner/operator had nothing but prais, for the Coast Guard. They were on the scone

within minutes after the distress call and the ingenicis boat re!c,', operation was considered

to be uoove and beyond th3 call of dufty.
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4.0 FACTS FROM THE BOAT INSPECTION

The 1972 boat was a well designed and built fiberglass powerboat. Designed as a sports cruiser

L with deep-v hull, it had sleeping accommodations for six, a galley, dinette, head, and salon
area. The control station was located in the salon on the port main bulkhead. A fishing cockpit

was aft, accessible through a sliding glass door. A flying bridge was not installed. The hull
",ciM hard chined and of warped plane configuration with a deep forefoot and very shallow vee

bottom aft. The boat was powered with twin inboard gas engines with 470 combined horsepower.

Manufacturer's lierature shows the length to be 31' 0", beam 11' 3-1/8", draft 27-WV4", and

the displacement 11,000 pounds.

Most of the damage was; in the process of being repaired when the boat was inspected. A one
foot sf, ion of the stem just below the waterline was damag;d. The fiberglass laminate was

crushed, but did not open up. The crushed material had been ground away and a patch had

',--en installed. Several nicks and scratches had been ground down on the hull bottom and

chine, and were awaiting patches. The shafts had been pulled, new struts, propellers and

one new rudder and stuffing box obtained. Hull damage around the port strut and rudder

stuffing box had been repaired.

The boot sustained surprisingly little damage. This may be due to the rugged hull construction

techniques used by this manufacturer.

5.0 PSYCHOLOGICAL AND HUMAN FACTORS

This .eems to be a case of operator disorientation as well as questionable effectiveness of our

present aidi-to-navigotion system.

First, the operator mentally positioned himself several hundred feet closer to shore than he

actual!y was. With this in mind, it is possible that he was visually searching in the wrong

direction for the white flashing lighi marking the near end of the breakwall. Considering

that there were so many iights in the background, it would have been quite difficult for the

operator and his guests who were also searching for the light, probably in the direction that the

operator was looking, to see the light which flashes for a one second interval every four seconds.

When he was very close to the light, the .perceor couldn't see it because of the long overhang

of the cabin top. The liqhr was above him. This does not explain why the two pople on the

fored.k d~dn't see it,
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During the first phone call to the owner, his brother was contacted and said that the light was

out. In fact, he said that it. was out for several minutes after the boat hit the breakwall. It

then resumed its normal flashing pattern. His brother was not on board at the time. Later,

when the operator was contacted by phone, he said that the flashing light was aligned wit

the light house and, therefore, was not visible. However, during the interview, he drew

his probable course on a chart as well as the one he thought that he was on. No mention was

made of the alignment problem and the courses were not drawn parallel to a line through the V
two lights. Apparently, he had been thinking about the accident situation and discounted the

possibilities that the light was out or placed in a position where it could be obscured by the

lighthouse. He had realized that he was at fault, not the light, and admitted to having made

a judgment error concerning his distance off shore.

But in defense of the operator, as well as the many others who have made navigational errors

while entering inlets, the present flashing ads to navigation do tend to blend into the brightly

lit harbor backgrounds found at most of the inlets making the identification of the aids to

navigation quite difficult, if not sometimes impossible. This will be discussed further in

Section 7.0.

It is interesting to note that the bow watch motioned to the operator to turn right. He responded

by spinning the wheel to starboard. But he was going slaw. That boat manufacturer installs

very small rudders, which work well ut high speed when the propellers are thrusting plenty of

water past them, but are relatively ineffective at displacement speeds. If the operator

would have known that and would have pulled the shift levers into reverse and advanced the

throttles instead of attempting to turn, the collision could have possibly been avoided and

probably, even if the boat would have hit the breakwall, the damage would have been less.
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6.0 PROBABLE CAUSE OF THE COLLISION

The operator misjudged his position, thinking that he was several hundred feet closer to shore

than he actually was. Irist.rd of stopping when he couldn't locate the light that marked the

near end of a concrete breakwall, he continued towards the harbor and ultimately collided

ith the end Jf the breakwall.

7.0 DYNAMICS/ANALYSIS OF THE ACCIDENT

In order to ovoid this type of accident, boat operators should be taught to s whenever the

perceived situation is not totally clear and understandable. In this case the collision could have

easily been avoided by utilizing such a technique.

Additionally, harbor charts should show a picture or sketch of what the light configurations

-t,.ould look like when approached from the proper angle. The "Yachtsman's Guide to the

Bahamas" has used this technique for years with great success (see Figure 2).

Thought should also be given to making a study of the adequacy of the present system of

lighted aids-to-navigation. Perhaps background clutter has become so dense that our aids are

no longer adequate.

The marina manager, also a licensed charter fishing captain, said that many boaters on th

east side of Lake Michigan run upon the south breakwalls because they locate the main white

light that marks the outer port side of the inlet, then look for a red light to starboard. If they

are approaching from the south, the red light is aligned with the white light and is not seen

* because they aren't looking for it there. T!-e second red light is spatted and assumed to be

the one marking the end of starboard breokwail. They proceed towards a spot between the

two lights and hit the breakwall. (See F'gure 3.) This type of accident con be avoided by

making the outer red light significantly different in appearance from the inner red light.

Suggestions have been made concerning the use o* high intensity quick flashing lights similar

to those used to mark airport runways and aircraft at night, If the first two lighted aids at

each inlet were of tis type, they may provide a more visible target to shoot for. This ccident

might have been avoided c well as at least half a dozen shni lo ones that were reported this

year if the operator hod been sure of his position relative to the entrance of the inlet.
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TABLE 1. TIME LINE OF EVENTS IN THE ACCIDENT

1000 Arose and worked around house (1000)

1100

1200

200

2100 StPped fp o atine ( 230)1

2200 Tookhe oo t and 2200) n dwnrve180

Brtdgeetendr dinerd (b2n03 (230

Toodg tnde found wrekag (2238)
Cal0ed Coo st Guar (220)

Fishermen boarded boat and administered first aid (2245)

Coast Guard arrived on scene (2305)
Victim placed in ambulance and taken to hospital (2315)

* 1 2400 
-
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Figure 5. (Top) - Control Console
(Bottom) - VisibUity From Helm (Note WindsMeld in Up Position)
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ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION REPORT

II

Dates of Investigation: 21 & 22 July 1975

Date of Accident: 16 July 1975 I

Investigation: Collision No. 75-05

SUMMARY- WYLE ACCIDENT NO. 75-359

Two sailboats, a 30 ft cruising sailboat and a 12 ft day sailer, were sailing to windward an
opposite tacks an a small lake. They were an collision courses. Neither operator saw the
other boat because their sails were obscuring their view. They ultimately collided with each

The weather was olear, the wind wa brisk. In genral, itwas a perfect day for a sa .

The 30 ft boat on ttarboard tack Nit the 12 ft boat brocide and cooszed the 12 ft boat.

The operator of the 12 ft boat sustained a minor facial laceration. His boat sustained some

fiberglass damage, a frayed shroud and a bent mast. The 30 ft sailboat sustained minor

gelcoat scratches.
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1.0 BOAT OCCUPANT DATA

30 ft Soi!boat

Fnrmal
Operator/ Swimming Booting Boating PFD's
Passenger Sex Age Weight Ability Experience Instructions Worn

Operator F 28 135 Fair to good Over 500 hrs C.G.Aux No

Passenger M 28 150 Excellent Over 500 hrs C.G.Aux No

This couple are married and have no children. He mrc'.ges a large tire and appliance store and

she teaches school. They live in a nice house in an upper middle class section of town. He has

owned sailboats for many years. He also had much powerboat experience, including boat

handling experience during his four year hitch in the Coast Guard. She is a recent convert

from powerboating with her parents. She has been sailing for two years. They both entered the

C.G. Auxiliary boating safety course but never completed it. It was aimed at powerboats and

they lost interest.

12 tt Sailboat Formal
Swimming Boating Boating PFD's

Operator Sex Z Weight Ability Experience Instructions Worn

Operator M 15 155 Excellent, 5 yrs - No No
holds junior mostly
lifesaving sailirg

aancertificate

The operator was a very nice young man from an upper middle class family. He was intelligent
~and very co-operotive, Iiis grandfather owns a large racer-cruiser type sailboat and campaigns

;t in many if the Great Lakes races. This operator works as foredeck crew for his grandfcther

und obviously loves to sail. He was knowledgobie of the boat, its parts, sailing, and appeared

to know tne rules of the road.

2.0 ENVIRONMENT

The day was sunny, the temperature was in the 80's, the wind was out of the southwest at about

15 mph and there was about a 6 inch chop a;, the small lake just inside the inlet to Lake Michigan.
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Several other boats were in the immediate vicinity, in fact one other 12 ft boat just missed

colliding with the 30 ft boot.

3.0 NARRATIVE OF THE ACCIDENT

I The following narrative was formulated From interviews with the operator of the 12 ft sailboat,
the operator and po-senpr of the 30 ft sailboat, and the local Coast Guard representative.

3.1 Pre-Accident

3.1.1 30 ft Sailboat

The operator got up late because it was her day off. She did some furniture refinishin; around
the houw whl the waited for her hwbnd to return from wak. He worked frm 0100 to 1200

tht day. They ote tunch, dd some amnds andarrived at the boat at about 1430 in the after-

noon. They cleared the marina entrance under power, shut off the engine and began to tack

down the lake towards the inlet (or outlet) to Lake Michigan. They only have two sails, a
mainsail and o 130 percent overlapping gence. When .hy ore close hauled, the genoa is

sheeted inside the life lines ard sweeps the deck. There is no way of seeing forward under the

genoa. The operator was seated to parr, her husband to sl)oboard in the cockpit. Just prior
to the collision, they were on starboard tack. The ge-o was to port directly in front of the

operator.

3.1.2 12 ft Sailboat

The operator of the 12 ft boot played kickboll in the morning. He ran the rescue boat in the

early part of the afternoon for a ladies race at the soiling club and decided to go soiling with

two of his friends. While still in the rescue runabout, he picked up his boot off the beach at

the soiling club and towed it to his friends' house about two blocks away and on the waterfront

drctly across the street from his house. This was done so that he woulk.'t have to carry his

sails from his house to the soiling club.

He returned the runabout to the sailing club, came bock to his friends' house, rigged his boot
while his friends rigged theirs and took off on a port tack across the lake.

It was a brisk wind for a 12 ft sailboat. In order to keep it upright, he had to hike out. Since

the boat was not equipped with hiking straps, he hooked his left foot under the forward thwart.
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The boat did not have a hiking stick on the tiller, so he put his right foot over the tiller and

steered with his ankle. The jib sheet was cleated to leeward and he held the mainsheet with

both hands. He was not wearing a PFD, but had two in the boat.

His friends were both much lighter than he was and in fact, together weighed about as much

as he did. They were also hiked out and were to leeward and ahead of him as they approached

the middle of the lake.

His jib was cut low and didn't have a window in it. The boom was also quite low. He

couldn't see under it.

3.2 Accident

The 30 ff boat was on starboard tack and on a collision course with both 12 ft boats which were

on port tack. The operator of the 30 Ft boat saw the 12 ft boat with the two boys in it just as

it approached the port side of her boat or a collision course. The rules of the road state that

the starboard tack boat should hold course and speed; however, in an attempt to avoid a

collision with the first 12 ft boat, she turned upwind. Apparently, the boys saw her at the

same instant and bore off to pass behind the larger boat. Just as the little boat was passing

behind her boat, she saw the sails of the other 12 ft boat directly in front of her. She again

turned upwind, but it was too late. The two boats collided. The bow of the 30 ft sailboat

hit the starboard side of the 12 ft boat.

The boy never did see the 30 ft sailboat prior to the collision. In fact, the impact was so

light that he never felt it. According to him, the boat suddenly capsized to windward. It

wasn't until after he surfaced that he saw the larger boat and knew that a collision had

occurred.

The capsized boot passed alongside of the port side of the larger boat. The mast was out of
the boat and was bent. The boy was swimming beside the boat and appeared to be unhurt.

Aboard the 30 ft boat, the husband took the helm and kept the boat headed to windward while

the wife quickly lowered the genoa. They then started the engine and called the Coast Guard

on their VHF radio telephone. They circled the 12 ft boat until the Coast Guard came cn the

scene.
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Meanwhile, the boy was swimming in the water, without a PFD, and was attempting to

straighte" out the rigging which was lying on the surface. He righted the boat, took the

jib off of the forestay, and wrapped the mainsail around the mast. He then asked his

friends to sail bock tto their house and get their father's runabout to use as a tow boat.

3.3 Post Accident

Since the collision happened within a few hundred feet of the Coast Guard Station, they were

on the scene within minutes after the mishap. After questioning the occupants of the 30 ft

boot, the Coast Guard allowed them to go. They returned to their marina. They boy didn't

want the Coast Guard to tow his boat. He preferred to tow it, using his frends' runabout.

He towed the boat to the Coast Guard Station vhere it was pumped dry. He then towed it

across the lake to the sailing club.

The boy received a minor laceration on his forehead and cheek. It appeared that a shroud

hit him in the face at the moment of impact.

4.0 FACTS FROM THE BOAT INSPECTIONS

4.1 30.ft Sailboat

This was a fairly new boat of a recent design. The boat was intended to be used as an off-

shore racer/crulter. The cockpit and htlm is located all the way aft but visibility over the

bow was good for this size sailboat since the cabin structure was very low. The present

owners don't race the boat. They only use it for cruising.

The boat is 2911 " long, has a 9'6" beam, a draft of 5'3" and weighs 8,000 lbs. Rated sail

area is 399 square feet.

Damage as a rault of the €olfsion Included an abrasion in the gelkoot on the stem JWt

above the wateftlne. The scratches were only a few thousandths deep and could easily be

removed with same wet sanding and polishing.
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4.2 12 ft Sailboat

This boat is a small one-design class boat of the type that has been used as junior training

boats by many yacht and sailing clubs throughout the country. It is lightweight, inexpensive,

is fairly stable, and is a fairly good performer. The local sailing club had a fleet of these

boats. The kids raced them throughout the summer.

The boat is actually 12'4" long, has a 5' beam, draws 5" with the centerboard up, weighs

285 lb, and has 90 ft of sail area.

Impact occurred at two places. The first impact wcs between the stainless steel bow pulpit

on the 30 ft sailboat and the starboard shroud of the 12 ft boat. The pulpit hit the shroud

about 5'10" above the waterline or about in the middkt of the shroud. The 1/8" stainless
steel shroud was displaced and actually frayed at the point of impact. The associated corn-
pression load on the mast caused it to buckle. Minor scratches on the mast in the vicinity of

the bend indicate that the bow pulpit may have r'de contact with the mast also.

The stem of the 30 ft boot also made contact with the starboard gunwale of the 12 ft boat abeam

of the mast and just forward of the thwart. The gunwale collapsed. The fiberglass hull ripped

open for about 7 in. below the gunwale, but returned to its natural shape after the impact,

leaving only a crescent shaped crack showing. All hull damage was above the waterline. The

fiberglass deck and coaming structure was also damaged. The owner intends to secure the

services of a local fiberglass expert to patch the hull and deck.

5.0 PSYCHOLOGICAL AND HUMAN FACTORS

Both operators were blinded by their sails. In the case of the 30 ft sailboat, the deck sweeping

130 percent genoa extended from the stemhead along the port gunwale to a position about 1/2

of the boat length aft of the stem. Visibility was obscured in this area.

Both the jib and the mainsail obscured the visibility of the 12 ft boat operator. In addition,

a good portion of his attention was taken up by the balancing and steering tasks as he hiked

out over the weather gunwale. He had to hike to windward to keep the boat upright. The

boat didn't have hiking straps, so he had to hook his foot under the thwart to keep him from
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folling overboa*d. When hiked, he couldn't reach the tiller so he hooked his right ankle

over the end of the tiller end steered by bending his knee. Both hands- held the macinsheet

ard in fot, it w the mdlher that kept him from falling out of the boat. Sto much of his

effort was spnr be4laricng and steering that he probably spent very little effort in looking

where he wos giing. In fact, he was stuck in one position. He couldn't move forword to

look o ound the jib because he couldn't take his foot off the tiller. He couldn't move

aft to look behirid the nieinsail, because he would fall out of the boat if he took his foot

out from under the thwart. He couldn't move into the boot ad look under the boom, because

the shift in weight would cause the boat to capsize.

Le depended an other people seeing him and avoiding a collision with him. In addition, the
u 2erO#or of the 12 ft boat was fatigued. He had been exercising in the sun for over 5 hours.

Th Altt of receit studies show a significant decrease in boat operator performance after

bdirig exposed to surf, glare, vibration, noise, etc. far a three hour period. Themfore,-we

card essuW that he may have made less of an effort to see around or under his sa;ls at this

porticuldr time beo.use of his level of fatige.

H6wever, the o"vtor and passenger of the 30 ft ai 1bect were able to move about ot will oesi4

wore relatively rested, The operator could have leaned back and looked around the outside

of the genoa. I* lawon.v.r could havt goe forward end surveyed the are ahead from time

to time, If the operator would have coordinated leaning back and looking forward with a

quick turn to windward from ime to time, she would probably have seen the small boot and

could have avoided the dollislon.

But she was elmeheuled oh, starboard tack, and, t*erefore, had right-'of-way over'all other

bdats iewer or soll. Knowin0 that one has the right-of-way over all others con sometimes

lead to complacency or at least the secure feeling that everyone else will get out of your way.
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6.0 PROBABLE CAUSE OF COLLISION

Both operators were inattentive. They were not making the effort to check the water area

toat was obscured by their sails. The small boat operator would have had to tack or risk

capsizing his boct to see that area of water behind his sails. The large boat operator could

have checked her obscured area without tacking or endangering the safety of her boat, but

didn't.

7.0 DYNAMICS/ANALYSIS OF THE ACCIDENT

The boats were moving relatively slow. Ciosing speed we, in the neighborhood of 5 miles per

hour. Neither operator actually felt the impact because the initial impact was between the

large boat's bow pulpit and the smaill boat's shroud, which deflected when hit. The small

boat then rotated to port until its gunwale contacted the big boat's stem. The 12 ft sailboat

was then pushed sideways through the water. Because the point of impact was forward of

j the center of lateral resistance of the hull, the 12 ft boat rotated in a counterclockwise

direction as it capsized, and, therefore, allowed the large boat to pass by it to starboard.

Although this is the first sailboat accident that has been invetligated under this research

cont. ct, many have been reoorted through the WATS line reporting system. Many of them

occuried because the operators didn't see the object that they hit due to the fact that the

;ail obstructed their view. During 1971, three of the four sailboat collisions were due to

sails obstructing the view. Su far in 1975, four of thirteen sailboat collisions have been

ccused by sail obstructions.

The problem has been discussed in detail in "Recreational Boating Safety Collsion Research,

Phase I, Volume I," Wyle Laboratories, June 1975.

Solutions to the problem are varied and include:

0 Educational programs - make sure sailors are aware of the problem area and

the consequences.

0 Regulations specifying clear "windows" in sails.

9 Regulations specifying some gap between the deck and the bottom of sails

to enable the operator to see under them.
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TAILE I. TIME LINE OF EVENTS IN THE ACCIDONT
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Wind

Thirty ft. sailboat
(privdlodged)

Twelve ft,. salbts

First twe! .ft sailboat passed "under" the thirty ft boat.

Thirty ft bcat "headed up" and hit second twelve ft ,ot.

V

Twelve ft boat cops *qd and slid along port side of thirty ft boat.

Figure 2. A ,ccident Sconedo
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f Figure 6. Thirty Foot Sailboat (Note Bow Pulpit)
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ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION REPORT

Dates of Investigation: 30 June 1975 & 1 July 1975

Date of Accident: 22 June 1975

Investigation: Collision No. 75-06

SUMMARY - WYLE ACCIDENT 75-235

Late in the afternoon of June 21, 1975, one adult male and one adult female left the harbor

of Holland, Michigan, in a 23 ft sport cruiser. The couple were taking out a new boat to
"check it out" and were planning to camp somewhere north of Holland. At approximately

0100 on June 22, 1975, the operator put into a port that he thought was north of Ludington,

possibly Manistee, according to the interview. He saw what he thought were channel lights

and heuded in between them. After travelling a few hundred yards, he suddenly saw a sea

wall in front of his boat, could not react in time, and collided with it. He signalled for

help with a flashlight and was rescued, along with his passenger, by USCG personnel who

had heard the impact and were on their way as the operator signalled.

The operator misidentified the location of the accident, which was actually Ludington. The

physical evidence suggests that the operator may have been travelling too fast for the

conditions. Human factors (fatigue, poor lighting cnd cockpit design relative to visibility)

and the operator's lack of knowledge of where he was and the characteristics of this harbor

were the primary causes of this accident, along with speed.
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1.0 BOAT OCCUPANT DATA

Formal'
Operator/ Swimming Boating Boating PFD's
Pe::serger Sex Aoqe Weight Ability Experience Instruction Worn

O- erator 1 2225 Ex. > 500 hrs None No
Pcssenaer FF 20 140 Ex. < 100 hrs None No

,The boat operatorwos x~.self-employed businessman, owning a franchise in an oi company.

He wcs'32.7ears',oW;he said-he had 'been on the water - lakes --alI my life. " He-had been

swi rrmi r~g' sfn'ceiihe.was, six -and .boating since he was eleven. He -bad-had a previous accidernt

in onother 6act- thathe 'never reported. He had run over a shoal in a 17 ft boot on a haz-

cirdous day (rain =Yrd waves to up,.eight feet). He boats often with his ion (not present on this

trip) and gir-Ifierrd (thepassenger on this occasion). He always makes his son wear 'a PFD, but

does not wearzone himself, nor does his girlfriend. He stated that after this collision, they wit!

alwayswearvnea. He'typi-colly does not check weather forecasts, and did not on'this occasion.

Th e -fenrra Ie -possevrger-was not available for an interview, so relatively little is-known about

her except t+atimtofherbooting experience was as a passenger on trips with this operator.

-Bath -parties 4ri-Ak'distilledl spirits and don't-parti'cularly lie beer. it is not uncommon for,

them -to -drink',on--tie water., although in this instance, all they hcid was one-4half of one can of

beer from -a iiwx-,packiti:t the girlfriend brought. The operator had consumed the one-half can

of beer over'ihe -course of a couple ofihours. 'it is queer that the-girlfriend brought beer when

neither ontev-f 'hem li-ked beer. The operator had asked her "if she brought a bottle;" her

reply was riegative. The USCG rescue team stated that they found no evidence of drinking

o-ther than the -ww'-;holf'con 'of beer.

2.0 ENVIRONMENT

In the inter',4ew, the operator referred to the '"beautiful weather." It was clear and calm.

Sunset was.212 9.. V/isibility was good. The air temnperature was6180 T. I here -were no

other boatsin the 4i,.6iH~y at the timne and the water depth was ,ix Feet at the ph,of inpact

with the sea wall.. 'There were several harbor light, shore strvet lighfts, and poidnt lot lights

on (see Fi gure 1) that were visi ble from the Aici nity of the breakwater.
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Lake Michigan 
'*.North

Flashing Red Flashing White, Lighthouse, Horn
4A se. 20 +ft 20Osec. on, 10 sec. off, 32 ft

G na
direction of
i-ravel x Handrai Is on top

Point ofof sea wall
orientation of impact

Ludington Harbor

Final Course of USCG boat
orientation

Flashing Red ISed re
4 sec., 14 ft 12 ft

parking lot

lights

USCG Station

Ludington

Figure 1. Diagram of Accident Site
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3.0 NARRATIVE OF THE ACCIDENT

3.1 Pre-Accident

On Satueday, June, 1,, 1975, the operator worked a half-day at his gin sttio,-A and left
around 1300. He wont hon% and got his boat and trailer and retuthed to the #as 1totien

to got fuel. He then pickted up his female companion and drove to Holland, Mc$loah, to
launch his boot.

At approxiom~ety 1630, the two pnople left Hof1 land In a nlew 23 ft sqrt eruIse to test
the boat and doermiria if It could be used to make a trip across Lake Michigm to M~lwaukeei.
The operate had owned this perticular boat for less than one week. The couple planned
to camp out evemight somwhore north of Holland after getting a Feel for the beat. They
p~roceeded nowhward, along the west toast of Mvchlgan's southern peninsula,

The operator moved the ice chest to the passengoes (female) side of the boat f6 Gewhier-
balance hMs own weight &Wd noticed that the boat was taking on waler whle* they were out,

Manilstee

L~e Ludington
A01aligan

Pen twater

x

Muskegon

Grand Haven
Port Sheldon

o TO 20 lan
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4i so he turned into Port Sheldon to inspect his boat. The problem was iound to be a loose

clamp on a water hose. The clamp was tightened and the excursion was resumed. The boat

still took on some water, but the bilge pump kept up with the problem.

3.2 Accident

At approximately 0045 on June 22, 1975, the operator put in for shore near what he thought

was a port north of Ludlngton. He spotted a white and a green light (probably the interior

harbor lights) and headed in between them at 15 to 20 mph and ran over a breakwater. The

subject saw the sea wall at the last minute, but did not have time to meditate on the proper

reaction. The boat climbed on top of the wall and fell over to the other side.

It was now 0100. The breakwater was the south sea wall for Ludington Harbor, although the

operator stated during the interview that he thought the accident had occurred at Manistee,

Michigan. The watch at the USCG station at Ludington had spotted the boat and tracked it

visually into the sea wall and alerted the USCG personnel. The USCG personnel Immediately

instituted rescue and recovery operations.

3.3 Post Accident

The operator of the 23 ft craft checked to see that his pump was on (It was), checked for water

coming in (there was none), readied life jackets in case they were needed, and checked the

condition of his passenger. She had a sore shoulder, but was not severely Injured. The

operator had a small but deep cut on his arm (cutting edge was unknown). The operutor then

tried to put his engine In gear as It was still running, but In neutral. The engine would not

go Into gear, so he began signalling with a red flashlight for help.

The USCG boat came alongside within a couple of minutes and towed the damaged boat to

the USCG dock to Inspect it.

The operator took a taxi back to Holland to pick up his car and trailer, drove the car and

trailer bock to Ludington, and picked up his boat. He arrived home in Grand Rapids around

1000 on June 22, 1975.
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'4140 FACTS FROM THE BOAT INSPECTION

The 66at we a I9 AMW/Sllckcroft Sport Cruiser $5235. 1he opememt we the brfgltal

owner, the b i ad mot beer 6di the water before. (See Appendix for interior vt&w of the

boat &Wd beet qm.lflotlons.)

Itnspectiod *f the boat at the local doalership, where it was being stared, revealod extenslve

damage to te bow mid nulerous scrape marks on the hull near the keel. liters allo was
considerble dw t fthe steM drive. The large area of dNtoge to the bow (set Pwgvres 2,

3 and -) wo t"oMd by the Inltial impact. The bow area wt c€vd In, but not punctured.
he cmage eWtended wet Into the layers of flberglass, but rnt through. Thet. were scrape

norkcs at clang the keel and Immediately under the operator's stotton on the stadxo ad ti%4e,

but n where else on the hull. There are numerous serape rdwks on the hull at the ttenWM

(tee Figure 4), and the housing for the outdrlv was cracked. The nameplate fbr the outdrlve

was shattered nd the ornm for the actuators fhr the power lft were torn from the lowar houdsnr.

ihere wts saws daa ge to the area of the skeg and the paint In that area was :krped *vay as

it it hod been dragged across a hard surface. The steering wheel had been bent at Impact and
palrently came off Its post later. Ismpection of an identical ndel in the doolership showed

that the stering wheel wvt very securtly mouhted. The dealer and *pe.raorclolmal that the

prop still rm true to Its Intendl axis and there was no evdence of daue t the prop blades.

1he thmttl*/ t am still moved, but the oermto wer. unable to get the boat te'respad In
ferward gem after the cellsion. Since the stern dIve appeared to have suffered 6 significant
ifpe. this could be due to a broken cable, roken shaft, or sive other fotm of Imprmet.

All lights. 46d light #witches were still aperabbl.

The loions of ocomt and gear are shown In Figute 6. There we"e plenty of PFD's,.

afthott nw wter bing worn. Soon after l~ t, the operahw got a-to**i 4Wthte out

of th e "o in cow they were needed. The lightt wer'e peroale and oot sadf red and

green meunted e ft cockpit sides and combined fore and aft white lights (360 total
ceveragel on p W*. ave the windshield. A control switch enabled the operator to have

all light an, or Just At windshield white lights, or nne. The boat was equipped with a

compass wMch th perato thought was fairly accurate.
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Figure 2. Bow Damage

Figure 3. Hull Viewed From Operator's Side
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Figure 4. Transom Damage and Stern Drive
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5.0 PSYCHOLOGICAL AND HUMAN FACTORS

In th. in0tew, the operato sd he thought the incident took place in Manistee. It

actually happened in Ludlnrton. The Ludlrigton USCG personnel said that at the time of

the accident the operato said he thought he was in Pentwater. Yet, during the interview,

he said he knew he was north of Pentwater because he had seen two lighthouses that are

near Ludngton and pased them (and Ludington is north of Pentwater). It turns out that there

are two lghthowes ond Ludington is betwveen them. It could be that one of the other ports

south of Ludcngon had a light that was interpreled as a lighthouse. Thus, when thi op rotor

passed worlghtouses, and headed in, he was heading for Ludington. It is curious that he was

so confused and unfamiliar with the area when he claimed to have been a boater in the area

for a long time.

The physical evidence at Ludington suggests that the operator may have made a hard turn to

starboard just before ho hit the wall because of the orientation of the scrape marks on the

sea wall. The top of the sea wall Is four feet above the waterline. The operator sod he

deliberately did nothing just before Impact because he thought the boat would roll over if

he turned. The condition of the boat also suggests that the boat hit the wall and leaned to

the starboard because of the scrape marks just below the operator's station on the starboard
side. From inpecting the wail and the bo*, it appears that the boat may have been travelling

faster than 20 nop when It hit the wall. The watch for the Ludlngton USCG station had heard

this boat's loud mgne noise over the sea noise and local traffic at a distance of approximately

2500 feet. He then tracked the boots lights Into the sea wall and alerted his comr"es at

the station vh launchod Immediately to initiate rescue operafons.

The operator never sw the inner and outer red lights that were closer to him than the green

light that he did see. At some point in his approach to Ludngton, tese red lights hod to

have been in his visual field, although by the time of the accident, fhey may have D-et In

his perpheral field. The fact " atter boaters had complained aout the two red ; 't

suggests that they are not bright enough tc be seer under some circumstances. The USCG

personnel stated t other boaters who used Ludingtn Harbor had complained about the lack

of visibilltyof the red lights. The operator's boat hod its 360 white light mounted'on the

windsield abou* the feet from the operator. The windshield is narrow and the bow rails

are in the line of sight and would reflect glare from the 360e white light (see Figurs 4 and 5).
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The operator stated that he had, at times, put his shoe over that light to reduce these problems,

but had not done so on the night in question (and the USCG watch had seen his white light).

Also, the operator had been awake for over 18 hours and probably was fatigued. It is possible

that the bow of his boat was raised enough to restrict his forward vision. Thus, there are many

factors that could have contributed to his not being able to see the sea wall or the red lights.

In addition, the red light on the sea wal1 would bx in his peripheral field right before he hit

the wall. The periphery is more sensitive to red than to any other color and many people can

identify red at an angle of 45 frcm their line of sight. It is possible that the brightness of the

white light from the lighthouse prevented the operator from seeing the red light.

The operator also stated that he never heard. any sirens or foghorns because of the loud noise

generated by his engine, but he did hear the waves on the shoreline at what he estimated to

be 250 feet. The operator was referring to the instant just before impact and his point of

impact was actually 1400 feet from shore. The white lighthouse was 1600 feet from the point

of impact, and was the location of the horn.

The investigating team saw the south breakwater at Manistee, as well as the one at Ludington,

and they are very similar as viewed from the south. The USCG personnel at Manistee said

that almost all of the ports within 100 miles had similar sea walls. Yet the operator headed

in between the white and green lights (see Figure 1) and did not realize that by doing so

he would cross a sea wall. The operator said the sea wall was "just above" the waterline

(it was four feet) and the red light marking it was two feet above the water (it was over

20 feet up). He thinks he saw this red light as he was being rescued.

The operator's memory for thinking about turning, but deciding not to before impact, is striking

in that: 1) iie sea wall was a surprise, and 2) such memory immediately prior to such on

accident is often lost.

6.0 PROBABLE CAUSES OF ACCIDENT

There are several factors contributing to this accident. These will be listed In the order of

their probable importance in the eccident with the most important cause listed first.
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1) The operator's lock Of knowledge Of where he was and his inexperience witl this

particular harbor were major contributors to the collision. He did not folo thIrf'rgt

return" rule, sice he did not see any red lights. if he had seem only the initerior red, and

followed the rubo, he would have hit the breakwater anyway. The fact that he stIll deemnt

know where the occident 'nappened is indicative of his confusion as to where he was. However,

since his home harbor Is very similar to thif area, it is curious that he did noe search out 4We

red lights and use them as a navigational old to avoid the breakwater. Education may have

helped him.

2) Muman factors also played a significant role in this collision. The operator was tired

(he had been awake for T8 hoaurs), fatigued (he .hod been on the water for nearly nsine hours,

five of them in the sun), and his boat's design contributed to reduced visibility. Wis 360

light is mounted on the windshield about three feet from his head and creates problemns to

the extent that the operator someffimes uses his shoo to cover the light. (After the~accident,

he bought another boo of the same model.) The bow ra[Is ore promi"en In his field of view

and reflect glare from the 3600 light. The windshield is narrow, thus the trim Is In his field

of view. Finally, the bow of the operator's boot is large and glassy so that it would restrict

his visibility (so* Appendix). All of these points contributed to his inability to see the red

light; or the sea wall. It is interesting that th, operator heard the waves an the shaollne,, but

not the water against the sea wall. Could reduced engine noise hove allowed him to "hear"

the sea wall ? Better lighting design and boat design could have reduced thesse problems.

3) Theaopeator was probably going too fast under the conditions described. The

statements by the USCO watch and the physicat evidence suggest the boat may hav* be&n

travelling faster than the 20 mph stated by the operator. If so, with fatigue, reduced

visibility, and lack of experience in the area, the operator might have seen the wall in

time to avoditlIf he had slowed down.

4) The. lighting In the harbor may have contributed to thts accident. If several people

have comiplained about the red lights, as was stated, that, perhaps something should be done

about them. They may be too high or too dim to be seen. At leat, they should be made to

operate at dlifferent frequencies so If a boater spots one he knows which one he has seen.



Also, the sea walls are very long (over 2600 feet) and the only lighting is at the end. Perhaps

F lights, reflectors, or "glow-in-the-dark" paint could be used to make the breakwater visible

at night. This was not the first time that a boater had failed to see this seu wall and run into

it. Thus, the harbor lighting could be ;mproved.

7.0 DYNAMICS/ANALYSIS OF THE ACCIDENT

At approximately 0045 on June 22, 1975, the operator of a sport cruiser turned his boat

toward a port on the West Coast of Southern Michigan. The operator had been exposed to sun,

glare, and heat for five hours, and he had been exposed to darkness and the poor lighting

system on his own boot for over three hours. He had been operating h;s boat (experiencing

vibration and noise) for over eight hours. The fatigued operator spotted a white light and a

green light and headed between them to reach the port. He saw no other lights. The boat

was traveling 20 mph or better. When the boat was approximately 1400 feet from shore (o,

0100) it ran into a sea wall. The operator apparently turned the boat to starboard just

before impact. He saw the wall, but did not have time to contemplate his actiom. lipon

impact the boat leaned to the starboard (causing the scraped gelcoat under the o<4srator's

position) and climbed on top of the sea wall. The momentum of the boat carr.ed il just over

the top of the wall and it fell to the other side.

At impact, the female passenger was thro%,,n oga;rst ,h r. " in front of her seat, causing

a shoulder bruise. The operator held or. tne steering wheel, which bent under his weight

and the force of impact. He also incurr i a cut on his left arm, although the cutting edge is

unknown. The portable grill that was or i.'oard was also thrown against the cabin wall and

dented.

The lights on the sport cruiser went out at i.,pF,\t and the engine was locked in neutral after

the boat fell over the sea wall.
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TABLE I. TIME LINE OF EVENTS IN THE ACCIDENT

1600
Victims leave Holl~ad (1630)

1700

1800 Cruising, with one stop in
1900 f1ort Sheldon for a minor reooir

200

21K?

220

240 -,- Victims headed for Ludlngton (0045)
Accident (0100)

___USCG recovered victims (0 110)
0300 -

Beat trai ler is retrieved from
04 Hollanc ad boat is loaded

0500

0600--

0900
Operator arrives home after

1000 picking up boat (1000)
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The Fun Seeker- SS235
Own your own passport to good times with this elegant pleasure craft. Round up the gang

for a day of thrilling water skiing, a refreshing swim and some good food. What a way
to entertain-fun loving hours your guests will find hard to forget!

Or set yourself free from it all and putter around and explore the water world at your
own pace. A fisherman you say? This boat will take you where the big ones are,

and in complete comfort, convenience and safety.

4TANDARD EQUIPMENT includes Slickcraft custom construction. For engine, controls a fuelt. a 72 amp. hr.
battery (per engine), an ammeter, speedometer, tachometer, fuel, oil pressure, and water temperature gauges.
Each has fused 12V electrical circuits with back lighted switch panel, rack and pinion steering and an aluminum
fuel tank. There is also a single lever shift and throttle, 3 blade propeller and power trim in Mercruisers and OMC
(to 165). For oonvence and oomfort a swim ladder, convertible top, stainless steel wheel, bow and stem moor-
ing cleats, folding teak access hatch, translucent sliding deck hatch. Stainless steel bow and transom eyes. all
weather carpet, locking glove box, and jump seats with ice chests. Also vinyl covered keepers, aluminum rub rail
with replaceable vinyl insert, insulated fiberglass motor box, bow rail, Internally wired and vented windshield, and
laydown seats.There are 3" foam V-berth cushions, taffrail, fiberglam floor, head with holding tank and cabin lights.
For safety U.S. Coast Guard approved ventilation, non-skid decks and floors, fire extinguisher, electric bilge pump
and blower, and closed cell foam. There is a horn, a 3%" compass, anti-glare instrument panel, navigation lights.
AddItional feature storage under seats, side panels, forward, and seat pockets. Solid teak trim and louvered teak
doors. The boat is BIA certified with a 3 year hull warranty.

88235 UNE SPECIFICATIONS METRIC MEASURES
CeLter Une 22'10" 7.0 meles

16Gunwale Lengthi 23081f 7.2 metes
Beem W 243. oenImetersForward Dogt Sao 13..0osrmeWo-
CWHead Room six 130 lO.O thrah
Weihw/V-I (@Wl~ox. 3160 Ibs 1433.0 Ikiopsn-.
Deep V-Hull P..nturstion
Coo Length 10,110 333.0 conti.memrFuel Capefty (U.S. gallons) 58 212.0 te

1975 handsome console with two cup holders SS235 with full canvas and camper too

I

Optional hardtop V-berth storage and bunk area
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ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION REPORT

Date of Investigation: August 1, 1975

Date of Collision: July 23, 1975

Investigation: Collision No. 75-07

SUMMARY - WYLE ACCIDENT NO. 75-391

Just before dawn on the morning of July 23, 1975, a 97' ketch operating under motor only

went aground on a sand bar near a small inlet on the South Carolina coast. The seas were

three to six feet that night and the current in the immediate area approached 5 knots. After

repeated attempts at powering off of the bar failed, the owner radioed for help. A shrimp boat

picked up his distress call and informed the Coast Guard of the plight of the boat.

The Coast Guard launched two boats and sent a helicopter to the scene. All seven persons

aboard the boat were lifted to safety by the helicopter. The boat broke up and was completely

destroyed. No one was injured.
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1.0 OCCUPANT DATA

Operator/ Swimming Boating Boating,. PID.S
!+-r Av Wei h_ Ability Erience Instruak", Worn

Owner 34 150 Good 100-500 hr No NQ

Wife 2& 140 Good 1,00 hr No. Net

Son 170. Good Passenger only No No.

Daughter 4. 40 Can't swim None No No:

Son 3: 40 Can't swim None No No:

Owner's father Ma. 10 Good Small boats No No

Owner's mothe 49, 130, Fair Passenger- only No No.

The owner of this, boo warks-as.a construction engineer. He is a pilot, and servedo.an Army

Officer durivi the Vietwiw contlict. Until recently, he worked in the-contruotion industry

in Florido.. ft-and. his wihe purchsed the Bugey ketch and proceeded. to spendthe-ipst year-

completely wbuA4ivwfg . iiWsar,, while they used, the boat as their home.. The family hd

just mtd to Saw+ Carlina and were planning to sell the boat and mere ashore.

He had been saflirg fa- fifteen years hivevor,. most of his experience was. in dayu ilen with

some wepariamen wih a Ma 41.. He had no. formal booting instruction and fWt that he

reelly dl't met it-. tic wa convinced that his pilot training in navigation and mlltary

tyrinini !n dhcne.end precedums equipped him with the knowledge ond background to

handle any em pncy t mrght arise on the water. In fact, he said that if he could go

through the experience avpn, he wouldn't do anything different.

The wife had HRfl. expweite an boot until they bought their floating home. He taught her

to sail and hod confidw in her ability to handle almost any situaftin.

His parents crv from an inend area and are only familiar with inland lae boating.
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2.0 ENVIRONMENT

The weather for the three days that the boat trip plus accident cover was identical. High

temperatures were around 890. The winds were out of the south at 6 to 12 miles per hour.

It was partly cloudy and the visibility was 7 to 10 miles. At the time of the accident, the

winds were 5 mph. There was some precipitation recorded on shore on the night prior to the

accident; however, the boat owner didn't mention rain so it may not have rained off shore.

In essence, it was beautiful boating weather, complete with a full moon.

3.0 NARRATIVE OF ACCIDENT

The following account of the accident is from interviews with the boat owner and the Coast

Guard officer that led the rescue operations.

3.1 Pre-Accident

The owner and his family were in the process of moving from Florida to South Carolina. He

had sailed the boat up from Florida and had arrived two weeks orior to the accident. His

family didn't sail up with him, but met him in South Carolina and were living on board at a

marina until the accident occurred. He reported that he had had problems during the trip

north. The diesel engine had a major breakdown somewhere off the coast of Florida; therefore,

the rest of the trip was made under sail alone.' The jib was blown out during one of several

severe storms that plagued the vessel on the way north, so an approach to the inlet was planned

under mainsail alone.

As he approached the inlet, he noted that he could easily sail with the wind right into the

harbor. But even though the inlet was well marked and large enough for aircraft carriers to

pass through, the owner found himself to leewerd of the entrance jetties and unable to tack

to windward off the lee shore. He anchored, radioed for help and the Coast Guard towed

him to port.

The next two weeks were spent at dock, while the inboard diesel was repaired. Full moon

was approachng and the family planned an off shore, overnight fishing trip for the 21st and
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22nd of July. They left early in the morning, for the off shore fishing grounds with his father

and mother as guests. They sailed all day, all night, and on into the following day. Although

the weather was VWo for sailing, most of his crew were plagued with seasickness.!

The return trip was downwind so they decided to motorsail. It would get them hoe faster.

However, engine problems developed, causing them to spend considerable more time return-

ing to port thm expected. The owner diagnosed the problem as fuel starvation and proceeded
to clean filters while the rest of the crew sailed on. He found the problem, a clogged secondary

filter, removed the debris, started the engine, and continued to motorsail.

In all, the engine problem cat them about six hosam. Therefore, they would have to make

their approach to the inlet after dark. Upon aWoaching the coast, they found that a ground

j. haze had set in. A lighted buoy was spotted and was identified as the offshore buoy for the

main channel into the harbor. The six lighted buoys marking the edges of the channel couldn't

be spotted. The owner claimed that the ground haze prevented them from being Oen. He also

mentioned that the glare from the moon onto te ground haze bothered him to the extent that he

:i felt that he could have seen the buoys if there had been no mon. He felt it was like the reflec-

] ted glae from one's headlights in a fog. However, he said that he could s the lights of the

city quite plaiedy. He proceeded to zig-zog toards the city in an attempt to find the buoys
norking thi edge oF the channel. He couldn't find them. At appraodnmately 0200 he decided

that he should wit for daybreak. He was very tired and didn't want to run the boat aground.

He goe .the helm to his father and instructed him to head southeast, away from share. The

throttle was set so that the engine was running at a speed just above idle. The owner went

below and slept.

According to the Coast Guard Officer that handled the resce operations, the owner located

the wrong offshr buoy. There is a buoy several sIle south of the channel main entrance

buoy that appeas Wdenticol to that buoy with one exception. The flask rote of he light is

2-1/2 secds as opposed to a & second flash rate on the channel buoy. This would explain

why the other chennel buoys weren't located.
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At 0300 the owner was awakened by his wife who reported that they had spotted something

but couldn't identify it. He arose, identified the object as a freighter and cautioned his

father about the dangerous sandbars close to shore. He went back to sleep.- The next thing

he remembered was hearing and feeling a couple of thumps and hearing yelling on deck.

3.2 Accident

When he got on deck, he saw a beach ahead. He didn't know where he was, but he knew

that he had to back the boat off of the bar. For approximately one half an hour he attempted

to back the boat off. It wouldnft budge. Finally the rudder broke and was pushed up through

the boomkin-

Although the seas had been about three feet, the breakers on the bar seemed more severe. The

boat was beginning to break up. Water flowed into the cabin area and the batteries were

covered, rendering the radiotelephones useless. He had a hand held C.B. transceiver on board

end used it to transmit his mayday. A shrimp boat in the area heard his plea, called the

Cotust Guard, and came to stand by.

All hands donned life preservers. The children were placed on the cabin top because it seemed

to be the highest and driest place. They tried to lower the dinghy, but It was smashed against

the lee side of the boat before they could enter it.

They then inflated the rubber raft. A line was attached to the grommet In a special rein-

forced flap on the bow of the raft. The rnft was lowered into the water. The second wave

broke the flap and the raft floated away. The owner dove into the water to attempt to retrieve

the raft. He caught it but was immediately slammed up under the bow sprit. His PFD tangled

in the netting, and he was hung by the PFD when the wave passed by. He ripped off the

PFD, fell into the water and was washed towards shore in the current.

His father saw his plight, grabbed a fishing rod, tied a cushion to the line and cast it out to

him. He grabbed it. The line broke. A life ring was cas'r to him. The line broke again.

A shrimp boat picked him up.
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A second shrimp boot tried to got into the area to pick up the rest of the people on board, but
:+..+ jcouldn't gt elmN enough.

Meanwhile, the Coast Guard didn't have a fix on their position; and, therefore, c'ouldr&'t
launch onj rescue boats. They coiled the police department of the shore community in the

area where they suspected the boat m ght be and asked them to check the coastline for a

stricken vessel. They did. Ughts were flashed from the police to the boat. The occuponhI ' of the boat fired a flair In return. The police notified the Coast Guard of the position of the
stricken craft. Two boots and a helicopter were sent to the scene.

The helicopter lowered a basket to the boat. The wife and two small children entered th

basket and were deposited on a beach. The owner's mother and third child were in the second

basket load. By this time, the deck had brokenawoy from the hull and had settled several

feet lower Into the water. The owner's father ws left aboard and had climbed up to the boom

to stay above water. He was picked up from the boom. The owner was picked up from the

deck of the shrimper and all were taken to the Coast Guard Station. It was now about 0800.

3.3 Post Accident

Rather than attempt to salvage the boat himself, the owner decided to sign the boot over to a

salvage compony. The boot was a total loss. The salvage company did get the masts, a boom,

the engine, generators, etc., and were still combing the area at the time of the investigation.

None of the personal articles of the owner's family had been found to date.

4.0 FACTS FROM THE BOAT INVESTIGATION

Th boot broke up In the surf; therefore, there was no boat to inspect. We do know that It

was a 1947 wodel, 70 feet on deck and 96-1/2 feet overall from the end of the bow sprit to

the boomkin. It was round bt Iged as opposed to the more normal hard chined lugeyes and,

unlike nomal Sugeye's, It hod a keel. It was ruggedly constructed with ock frames on 14"

centert coveed with 2-1/2" planking.

It was powered by a 100 horsepower diesel inboard and had 56 submarine batteries that provided

electricity for refrigerators, lights, etc. for quite a while at sea. The boat was also equipped
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with two generators for AC power at sea. The cabin was completely equipped as a house or

home for a family of five.

Figure I approximates the plan and profile of the vessel.

E5.0 PSYCHOLOGICAL AND HUMAN FACTORS

> I There is a good probability that the buoy that the owner located and identified as the offshore

channel buoy was actually a buoy located about 2 miles south and marked one corner of a

rectangular disposal area. According to the local Coast Guard representative, the two buoys

appear identical. The only difference between them is the flash rate of their lights.

The owner had been sailing for 42 consecutive hours with only a couple of hours sleep the night
before. He was obviously fatigued. His family had been seasick throughout the trip and prob-
ably were quite anxious to get into the marina. He had had problems with the engine that

had just been rebuilt the week before that took him most of the day to diagnose and repair.

Therefore, he was fatigued from lack of sleep, noise, vibration, wind, sun, glare, etc. as

well as stressed by family pressure to get home and stressed by mechanical failures on the

recently rebuilt engine.

He had no formal boating education. He had owned boats in the past but had limited offshore

experience. He apparently had a chart of the area on board, but it is questionable whether he

studied it that night. He said that his pilot training taught him all he needed to know about

charts and navigating, yet he didn't know about the high, bright, and very visible range

lights at the harbor entrance. If he would have found the right offshore buoy, the range lights

would have guided him into the inner harbor. There was no need to look for the channel marker

buoys. He should hove known that he located the wrong offshore buoy when the range lights

didn't appear at the proper compass heading.

He obviously didn't use the appropriate and proper techniq"e for entering this particular harbor

at night. One does not "zig-zog" to locate a channel when one haz already found the end of it.

VI
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One brings the boat to the Proper compass heading, locates the range lights, and moves

cautiously towards the inner harbor using the rest of the channel markers to locate one's
it position aloV the coun,.

Was it fatigue or simply lack of knowledge of offshore boating tactics that caused him to

mistake or)e buoy for another, then apply the wrong technique for entering the hwbor' We

probably vyill never know. However, both seem to be education oriented. Bating safety

courses stressing proper piloting procedures could have helped him to correctly identify the

buoy even in a fatigued condition and could have helped him to determine the proper pro--

cedure for entering the harbor. He never took a boating safety course and claimed that he

would do nothing different if he were able to relive the incident.

He did do the right thing, however, by admitting to himself that he was confused and dis-

oriented and figuring that the safest thing to do was to head out to sea and wait for daybreak

to find the inlet.

He told his father to motor on a southeast heading which was generally the reciprocal of

the course into the harbor entrance and was into the wind and waves. He also set the

throttle ata very low rpm because he didn't want the boat to get very far off shore, It

appears that i' his father actually maintained that. heading, he was pushed backwards by the

wind, waves, and current.

The tide tables for thearea showed low to be at 0144 and high to be at 0749. They gr=aud

at a small inlet that feeds a large marsh area. The current Is quite swift through that area

during the time that his father had the helm. Fatigue, other stresson, or lace of education

couAd all hove played a role In the fact that he handed over the helm to an Inexperienced

person, and didn't take the time to check his movement over the ground by taking trox

bearings on objects on shore. instead, he went straight to bed.

After the grounding took place, he spent a half an hour trying to poer off and didn't call

For help until it was almost too late. In fact, if the helicopter hadn't been able to pick the
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people off the boat, it would have sunk completely before Const Guard boats could have

gotten to them. Apparently, the owner was so caught up in trying to save his boat that he

didn't realize how fast it was actually breaking up and didn't project aheac to determine

how long it would be until all of the occupants would have to take to the water.

Boft the owner and his father do not drink alcoholic beverages.

6.0 PROBABLE CAUSE OF THE ACCIDENT

A series of operator errors led to the grounding and total destruction of this boat. First, the

operator misjudged his position along the coast and when a buoy was spotted, assumed it to

be the one he was looking for. Actually, if was identical in appearance except for the flash

rate.

Next, he didn't use proper procedures, or common sense for that matter, in hi5 attempt to locate

the channel leading to the inlet and harbor.

Third, he didn't check his speed over the ground when he idled back nd handed the helm over

to his father. It is quite probable that his boat was actually making sternway over the ground.

His father, an inexperienced booter and quite fatigued himself, didn't take bearine and

didn't realize he was approaching land.

Therefore, the causes of the accident can be attributed to fatigue, which is defined as the

cumulative effects of lack of sleep for some 42 hours, wind, glare, sun, vibration, and

noise, plus a lack of education in offshore piloting techniques.
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]! 7.0 DYNAMICS/ANALYSIS OF COLLISION

If the boat would have had more power, it very well could have backed off through the

swells and breakers as the boat was lifted off the bar with each swell.

But, once aground the relatively low horsepower engine could not power the boat off the sand

bar. The owner did not attempt to try to heel the boat by kedging off or by placing weights on

the end of the booms and swingi., them abeam. According to the chart of the area, that

technique would probably have worked, but then hindsight is always 20/20.

The boot broke up completely within two hours. It is impossible to determine whether the

rapid rate was due to the size of the surf or the condition of the structure of the 28 year old

wood boat. Since the surf.was estimated to be between three and four $ee and the bottom

was sandy, it is possible that a newer fiberglass boat could have withstood the L,'tering and

could have been pulled off with relatively minor damage.

Perhaps the owner would have been able to locate a main channel buoy that was obviously

different from other buoys in the area. There is reason to believe that a change in some

oids-to-naviption could result in a reduction in the number of accidents. Some brea&water

collisions, as well s this grounding, may have been prevented if some aids were changed.

1
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I
TABLE I. TIME LINE OF EVENTS IN THE ACCIDENT

21 July 0600 Left marina for offshore fishing grounds

1200 rshed during day

22 July 2400 Family got very little sleep due to seasickness

1200

1400

1500 Decided to come in (motorsail)

1600

1700

1800 Had engine problems

1900

2000

|i 2100

2200

2300

23 July 2400 Saw offshore buoy

0100 Couldn't find channel into harbor
Decided to abort until dawn

0200 Owner went below to sleep

0300 Wife awoke owner - he went back to bed
Boat grounded

0400 Owner tried to back boat off

0500
Owner radioed for help

M60d Owner *umped overboard
Coast Guard helicopter arrived

0700 Helicopter rescued all people
0800 ""Al I arrived at Coast Guard station
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V

ACCDENT INVESTIGATION REPORT

Date of Investigation: I August 1975

Date of Accident: 29 June 1975

Investigation: Collision No. 75-08

SUMMARY - WYLE ACCIDENT NO. 383

Two sma!l boats were travelling in opposite directions on a narrow winding creek. The area

was marshy with tall gass growing along the banks; therefore, the seated boat drivers couldn't

see the water around the corners. Both boats were on a plane with a closing speed of about

40 mph. They rnt halfway into one of the sharpest corners on the creek. One boat struck

the other, who was towing a skier, in the side of the bow and spun it around. The hitter

continued straight and ran up into the marsh area on the outside of the turn.

No one was injured and relatively little damage was done considering the closing speed.

There were no witnesses. The two operators had quite different opinions as to the actual

track and locotioii of one of the boats at the time of the collision. Both stories are presented

and conclusions drawn.

It seems as if operator inattention, proceeding too fast for conditions, and possibly negligence

and alcohol were the primary causes for this accident.
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1.0 BOAT OCCUPANT DATA

Boat 1 - Hitter

Formal
Swimming Boating Boating PFD

Occupant Sex Age Weight Ability Experience Instructions Worn

Owner/Oper. M 26 165 Excellent 500 No No

Passenger M 26 210 Good 100 No No

The owner/operator was a young family man recently graduated from ccllege and currently

working as an optometrist. He had owned boats for about eight years and, in fact, owned this

boat for six years. He thought of himself as being an avid fisherman; however, it appeared that

he also enjoyed zipping around in the many creeks and tributaries in the area.

Little is known about the passenger. He was a friend of the owner and often went fishing with

him. He was seated at the time of the accident and apparently was not directly involved;

therefore, he could be considered only as a fixed weight within the boat.

Boatl 2 - Hittee

Formal
Swimming Boating Boating PFD

Occupant Sex A Weight Ability Experience Instructions Worn

Operator M 16 125 Good 50-100 hr No No

The operator of this boat was the son of the owner of the boat. He and his brother often use

the boat in the creeks around the area. They enjoy cruising around and towing each other on

a surfboard.

The johnboat involved in the collision was the smaller of two boats that the family owns.

The other is a 14' copy of a Boston Whaler type boat.
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2.0 ENVIRONMENT

The collision occurredat about 1400 on a clear day. The air temperature was around 85 degqwes,

;nd :he wind strength was between 5 and 10 mph, which barely rippled the surface of the

narrow creeks.. .The water-teiperature was comfortably warm.

.3.0 NARRATIVE OF ACCIDENT

The following narrati ve was-formulated from interviews with the operators of.both boats involved

in the accident.

3.1 ,Pro-Accident

i :3oat'1 I

300

On -the morning~of the. collsion, ,the-owrer of the boat arose at about:1000. 'Mis friend called

and suggested-that-they gofishing. He agreed, -got his equipment together, -ate lunch, and

left his apartment, with his boat in tow, headed for his friend's house and-the launch-ramp; a

ten minute trip..

The y laouchedthe.baat and drank a beer while waiting for the outboard engine to warm up.

:Inorder4o at tpttheir intended fishing spot, about-two miles away, -they could -havepmoeeded

west along -the .oeekin which-the.y put in and turned north where it met a small river. Instead,

they elected to take a ionger route along a very narrow winding creek. The passenger sat on

two cushions-n.-the center,*F the-boat, jus?-forward of the console. They got the beat up on

plone,,at a-speed of about 20,to 25.mph and opened up another beer.

They pr.oceededd long-the -narrow winding creek-at this speed, always sticking -to the right

side of-the creek -while negotiating the sharp turns. The creek was bordered by a marsh area

covered with a thick crqp of marsh grass about 4-ft tall. Since the operator's head was below

the tops of the m-wsh grass, all sharp corners were blind ones. He relied on other boaters head-

ing in-the opposite direction.being on-their right sde of the creek. He-wasn't particu!-rly

worried though beca, e 4there is-never muchboating -traffic on that creek.
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Boot 2

The two teenaged boys walked their bout/trailer combination down the street to their grand-

father's house at about 1000. They launched the boat into the canal behind th house and
Imotored out into the creek. They beached the boat, swam for a while, then proceeded to

tow each other on a surfboard through the winding creek.

3.2 Accident

Boatlt l's Story7

Boat number one was rounding the sharpest of the righthand turns along the creek. Marsh

gross on the inside of the turn prevented him from spotting any boating traffic ahead. He was

on the right side of the creek, quite close to the bank and moving at about 25 mph. He almost

completed the "hairpin" turn when he spotted a johnboat coming at him on his side of the

creek. He decided to turn right, hug the bank and go behind the johnboat. However, he

changed his mind when he saw that the johnboat operator was towing a person on a surfboard.

The driver of the johnboat was holding the engine control lever with his right hand, was

turned to the right and was looking over his right shoulder, so there was no chance that he
would see this boat and attempt to maneuver out of the way. Because he was afraid of running

over the person on the surfboard, this boat's operator changed his mind and suddenly turned to

the left in an attempt to cross in front of the j6hnboat. He never touched the throttle.
r

As can be seen from the collision area diagram, Figure 1, and the photo's, the left front corner

of his boat contacted the left side of the johnboat about three feet oft of the bow. The john-

boat spun around to the right, allowing this boat to pass in front of it without further contact.

This boat's operator held onto the wheel with both hands, did not attempt to stop the boat or

turn, and drove it up into the marsh on the outside of the curve. He then shut off the engine.
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Bot 2's tory

The operator of " bot sid that he was driving on the right side of the creek and was just

zpprocch'ng the curve. He noticed another boot coming around the curve. It was hugging

the inside of the turn, but the operatot wasn't paying attention. He was looking to his left,

3t the shore ara on the outisde of the turn. The other boat suddenly straightened out and

-rossed the crek, heading on a collision course with this boot. This boat's operator yelled.

Tke passenger in th other boat saw this boat and tried to get the other boat's operator's

attention. At the last moment, the other boat's operator saw this boat and he turned left. This

operator turned right. The other boat hit this boat on the left side, spun this boat around, and

;;ontir ued on into 4he marsh. This bot's operator quickly shut off his engine, and surveyed

h: damage. He noied that no water had entered the boat during the occident, but that water

was seeping imnto the boat through some cracks io the lower portion of the hullside. The "skier"

entered the boat and they went over to the marsh to find out what happened to the other boat.

3.3 Post Accident

After d4ermining that there was little or no damage to their boat, the operator and passenger

of boat n'mier one attempted .o lift their boat out of the marsh, but it wouldn't budge. The

two operators exchanged words about accident reporting, right-of-way, observers in boats

puling skiers, oft., then the johnboat operator helped pull boat number one out of the marsh.

He tied his ski rape to boat number one and pulled with his boat while the occupants of boat

number one pushed. The boot slid across the marsh and back into the water.

According to th operator of best number one, the two boys decided not to report the accident

and sped off down the creek immediately after pulling boat number one out of the mrsh. Boat

number one followed ofter having some difficulty starting their engine but couldn't find the

boys or their battered boat. He said that he wanted to make sure that they got back safely

since they had a bg hole in their boot. The boys couldn't be found, so the occupants of boat

number one went fishig as planned.
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Actually, i,,e boys' grandfather's house was close by. They had pulled into the canal behind

his house and had 1ltted the boat out of the water and up onto the trailer. Their parents

decided that they should report the accident to the authorities and did so.

When boat number one returned to the launch ramp, they were confronted by the Game Warden.

All parties involved then proceeded to the Magistrates Office.

4.0 FACTS FROM THE BOAT INSPECTIONS

Boat I 1

The owner had bought this boat new six years ago and had used it quite frequently for fishing

and just riding around in the local area. It was an open fishing bont with a semi-v hull

14' 2" long and 5' 2" wide. It weighed 375 lbs and was powered by a 50 hp outboard motor.

Essentially, the boat was a single piece fiberglass casting with a plywood floor glassed in

place. Construction details and hardware suggest that the boat was built to appeal to those

primarily interested in low price. Fiberglass patches in several locations in the vicinity of

the bow indicated that the boat had been in collisions previously. The owner claimed that he

hit a log. It was obvious from the inspection that the owner had used the boat hard and had

done little or no maintenance to the boat other than patch holes in the hull.

Damage from the subject collision was slight. Impact occurred on the port forward comer of

the square bow. A cast aluminum sheer cap made contact with the other boat. Impact forces

were transmitted through pop rivts to the thin fiberglass shell. The fiberglass cracked for a

length of about three inches at the comer. The owner said damage was so slight that he

wouldn't bother fixing it.

Boat ' 2

This boat was a 14' aluminum johnboat with a 45" beam at the gunwale, a 30" chine beam,

and weighed approximately 75 lbs. It was powered by a 9 hp outboard motor. The owner of

the johnboat wasn't sure how old it was. He had bought it used about five years ago, and

thought it was probably a year old when he bought it. Before the collision, the boat was

probably in average condition for Its age.
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Impact acured about three feet aft of the bow on the port side. The hullside fractured and

caved in. The boat- probably twisted quite a bit since the metal around many of the rivets

holding the seats. and other supports in the area of the impact showed tigns of stress. The

owner had straightened the hullside and had begun to secure an aluminum patch over the cut

in the hulfside'. The .mall cracks around some of the rivets were going to be fibergiassed.

They fully intended to continue to use ' in the creek.

5.0 PSYCHOLOGICAL AND HUMAN FACTORS

The kids were out on the water having- fun. School was almost out; it was eam' week; they

didn't have exams.that day; so they took off in their boat to have fun. The traffic on the

creek was quite sparse. A collision with another boat was the last thing in their mind.

They said that they had a cushion on board. The other operator said there was no PFD aboard

of any sort-. They didn't care. These were two kids out celebrating, the beginning of summer
Eand the end of school. They were inattentive. They may very well have been on the left

side of the canal . What did they care?

The operator of bot # I had the day off. He was relaxed; going out with his friend to do

what he liked to do best...fish and cruise around. He was out to have fun. In the 15 minutes

since he had Isunched, he had downed 2 quick beers. He was upon plane, had just pased

a no wake zoe according to the two boys, and was zipping around a "hairpin" turn. A blind

ore at' that. He knew the creek well and must have loved to speed through it, because he

purposely chase to take it that day even though it increased the distance to the intended fish-

ing grounds.

Considering a 40 mph closing speed and the fact that both boats were prdbably on the inside

of the turn, he didn't have long to make his decision as to whether he should go behind or in

front of the johnboat. The other boat was probably less than 150 feet away when he first saw

it. Therefore ho would have had less than 3 seconds to maneuver out of its path. He hesitated

and weighed the consequences of trying to go behind or in front of the other boat. It is inter-

esting that he never thought to stop. He never touched the throttle and, in fact, become

quite defensive when asked why he didn't s!ow it down or stop it.
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When he finally elected to go in front of the johnboat, it was too late. He rammed the side
of the boat. The johnboat swung around out of his way, and he continued frozen at the wheel

into the marsh. He still never touched the controls.

The possibility exists that he froze at the wheel when he suddenly saw the other boat. His

story about deciding to go in front of the other boat may have been just that ... a story. The

fact that he became defensive when questioned in this area supports the possibility of the theory.

In any case, he didn't slow down. Neither did the johnboat. This investigator doesn't believe

that the boy in the johnboat ever saw the other boat. One reason may have been the fact that
the johnboat's bow was so far in the air. He was still under power at the time of impact. That

boat/motor combination was never intended to pull a skier. There just isn't enough power.

The fact that the gunwale on the larger boat hit about 4 inches above the static waterline of

the johnboat supports the bow up theory. Also, considering the tremendous additional drag of
the surfboard, the johnboat could have stopped in just a few feet if the operator would have

seen the other boat. He didn't slow down until after the collision.

6.0 PROBABLE CAUSE OF THE ACCIDENT

The causes of this collision seem to be:

0 Boat I I was going too oast for conditions. The operator couldn't see around

the sharp turns, but was going about 25 mph, anyhow.

* The operator of boat I 2 was probably looking aft at his skier and may not

have been able to see forward, anyhow, because of the bow up attitude of

his boat .... inattention.

0 Without the two beers, the operator of boat I I may have been going slower,

or may have been Gble to make an evasive maneuver with less reaction time,

thus avoiding the collision.
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7.0 DYNAMICS AND ANALYSIS OF THE ACCIDENT

The location of thL dexag. on the two boots gives an indication of their planing attitudes at

::-e instant of impact. Boat I1 "was running flat; it was up on plane and was well.bolanted

w;:n the driver and passenger both sitting on the longitudinal centerline with their combined

C.G. 's just aft of anvidship. Being flatbottomed with soft chines, it was probably skidding

through the turn with just a slight amount of. inward heel. The operator saw the johnboat,

hesitated for a secon then turned somewhat to the left. He probably didn't turn sharply to

the left; in fact, he may have just straightened the engine out from its rather sharp right turn

position. ,We feel that this is the case, since the operator froze at the wheel at impact and

oe the boat straight into the marsh. If the wheel had been turned to the left, he would have

gone in circles or at least turned somewhat to tie left before entering the marsh.

The johnboat, on the other hand, was riding bow (gh. The operator was seated aft with no

weight forward to balance the boot. He was pulling a 200 lb person on a surfboard with a

9 hp motor. The drag was such that the boct would not get up on plane. However, the thrust

of the 9 hp outboard was sufficient to run the boot at the awkward "hump speed." The bow

] was up in the air, probably above eye level, and directional stability was quite poor. The

teenage operator had his hands full trying to adjust the steering arm on the engine to keep

the bow from falling off to one side. The additional turning moment due to uneven transor

loading by the skrer made the operator's job even more difficult. Under those conditions, an

experiented person would have had quite a problem attempting to traverse a course that would

be geneially an the right side of a 75 foot wide canal.

The jolinbout's bow was high, making the center of lateral resistance of the hull quite close

to the transom. Therefore, when Boat 0 1 hit the side of the johnbcat, near the bow, the

johnboat pivoted about its center of lateral resistance, and in effect, moved out of Boatt I's

path, thus avoiding far more serious damage.
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TABLE 1. TIME LINE OF EVENTS IN THE ACCIDENT

0800 No. 2 operator arose

0900

1000 No. 1 operator arose -No. 2 operator launched boot

1100 No. 2 operator beached boat and swam

1200 No. 1 operator ate lunch

No. 2 operator towed brother on board

1300

No. 1 operator launched boat and drank two beers
1400 Collision occurred

No. 2 operator reported accident to authorities

1500

No. 1 operator arrived back at launch ramp

1600
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Figure 4 Canal Close To Collision Site
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Figure 5 Profile Of Hitter
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Figure 6 Bow Of Hitter
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Figure 7 Johnboat - Note Patch Over Damaged Area
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ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION REPORT

Date of Investigation: 30 July 1975

Date of Accident: 22 June 1975

Investigation: Collision No. 75-09

LI

SUMMARY - WYLE ACCIDENT NO. 75-392

A family of four was booting on an inland lake in two johnboats. Neither boat was big enough
to hold the four people, so a man and his dnughter took one boat and his wife and second
daughter took the second boat. They had launched just prior to lunchtime, motored to a
picnic site, ate lunch and were motoring back to the launch ramp. The husband's boat was

in the lead. A third boat with one person aboard and pulling a skier came towards the lead
boat from behind an island. The operator of the ski boat was looking aft. The operator of the
lead johnboat had his back towards the ski boat. The ski boat hit the johnboat and threw the

operator out. The johnboat with the little girl aboard continued on a straight path for over
50 yards, then proceeded to turn in tight circles.

The operator swam to the boat, held onto and reached over the gunwale and shut off the engine.
The boat capsized. The little girl was put into the second johnboat and was taken to shore.
The overturned johnboat was towed to shore and righted. The operator dewatered the engine

and got it running. He then straightened the side of the boat and drove it back to the launch
ramp. His wife and two children followed. No one was injured, but the owner felt that the

johnboat was totaled.
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1.0 BOAT OCCUPANT DATA

HITTEE

Formal
Operator/ Swimming Boating Boating PFD's
Passenger Sex Age Weight Ability Experience Instructions Worn

Operator M 33 150 Good < 500 Hrs No No
Passenger F 4 40 No None No Yes-Vest

The owner/operator of the johnboat that was hit worked as a mechanic and lived in a lower

middle class subdivision. He enjoyed boating and had owned small lightweight boats for 10 or

12 years. He fished in the summer and hunted in the winter from his boats. His wife also

enjoyed the boats and seemed to be quite content with the two boat arrangement when they
i would go on a family outing. (The second ]ohnboat with his wife and daughter on board

was not directly involved, so data about them is not included here.) Neither he nor his

wife drink alcoholic beverages.

HITTER

Formal

Operator/ Swimming Boating Boating PFD's

Passenger Sex Weight Ability Experience Instruction Worn

Operator M U U U U U No

2.0 ENVIRONMENT

The weather on the day of the collision was perfect for boating. The temperature was in the

low 90's. There was very little wind and it was bright and sunny. Water temperature was

in the high 70's and water depth was 75 to 85 feet.
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3.0 NARRATIVE OF THE ACCIDENT

The -followln nerrathof has been compiled from an interview with the hittee, his wil, and

:a .tele ph"$rieAwwf th hi4or. A personal interview was sef up with the hittor at
-his residene, i 4,t when the Investigator arrived on the scene he founl thet 6 hitr war

out of fown .od .ldn.t be reached. The father of the hitter was Inmerviewed Mrlef1y Ond

:the hi,tte's hoot wes Inpected.

3.1 Pre-Accident

'The family arose at -their normal hour and went grocery shopng. They ate a brunch, pocked
e ln0h, rood up and took their two JohnLoat to a nearby Ike f*r an afternoon picnic.

They iJowhd nd loodod 4w oats. The boat that he drove ws the smller and less table

of Ohe -9, 4 fiw >*ar oJl daughter wen? with him and sat an the floor of Ae boat just

forwWr Of Ohe t 4hwort ad between his los. The gas tonk was on one side of her and the

baOtery sn the ether, An electric trolling motor was forard of her and a dd&Je box and
oncio wo 1n front of the center thwart, She was wearing a life vest and was sitting an a
Colt Gw .ppved buoymt cushion. He was notwearing a PFD, butwas sitting ona
r-~hion also.

hs wife ftik A seomnd daughter in the other johnb~oot. It was shorter, but quit a bit wider

se U AW b~ tre"wrse stability. She to&k the cooler, tocl box end fihing iqd In her toat.

hey tm Md to "heir favorite spot and picnicked, but were unhapWy with the amount and type
of boo$" rfic. He complained that there were too maiy skiers crowding the mall tribu-

taie Pf th .l&k*, K& noticed on unsafe contlition and noted to his wife that someone wm

going iO4%W *44h tht many Iv.ts going that fast in + blttle area. They twiched

d um of fec for a whiJe, then Ioak the bv for the mkwn tip in the eneral

&ro~od of *e Jaunch %ite. Me said that they had considered the possbility of stopping for

sowie Aishng 9Wen the way,

T y caeout e* f ** vwded tributary into the main part of the lake and kned left to go
boween an iWend and * shore. He was in th lead rdhe was following some 75 to 100 ft
bshind. Thky wre tievelifing at about 15 mph.
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3.2 Accident

A runabout with aoc person aboard pulling a skier rounded the island and ran into the aft

starboard side of the lead johnboat. The wife of the johnboat owner saw the runabout rounding

the island and observed that the operator was turned facing aft, watching the skier. She

also noted that he was heading directly for her husband's boat, but there was nothing she

could do to warn either of the men. At about the same instant that the two boats collided,

she had to swerve out of the way so that the skier wouldn't run into her boat.

The johnboat operator didn't see the runabout coming because his back was facing in the

direction from which the runabout was coming. Fortunately, it hit the johnboat with a

glancing blow and only caved in the side of the johnboat. The two boats then separated and

headed in different directions. The johnboat operator was thrown out of the boat. The boat

continued on under power with a hysteri col four year old girl stilIl si tting on the floor in

6 to 8 inches of water.

It proceeded generally in a straight line for somewhat over 50 yards. At that point, the

Soutboard motor turned and the boat began to travel in fairly tight circles. The operator swam
to the area that the boat was in and attempted to grab hold of the gunwale as the boat went

by. His intention was to allow himself to be dragged by the boat while he reached for and

depressed the stop button on the front of the engine. He missed on his first attempt. When

the boat came around again, he grabbed the gunwale and his legs were pulled under the boat.

He felt the wash of the propeller as it passed close to his feet. He let go. His third attempt

was successful. He grabbed the gunwale and made a lunge for the stop button. As he

depressed it, he realized that much of his body weight was on the transom comer. The

combination of body weight and rapid deceleration capsized the boat.

The child was thrown clear of the boat and floated safely in her life vest. Her father went

to her and comforted her whi le her mother motored over. The child and her father boarded

the johnboat and all went to shore.

The overturned johnboat was hauled to shore and righted. The hittor arrived on the scene and

identifications, etc., were exchanged. The damaged side of the Johnboat was straightened
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) somewhat and the owner pulled the spark plugs on the soggy outboard and dewatered it. The

plugs were istafled Ond the engine as started.

The wife end two children returned to the launch site in the wide johmboat drd f* huAwW

followed In the damaged boot. No one hod been injured.

4.0 FACTS FROM THE BOAT INSPECTION

The 12' 1" je64out was about four years old and weighed approximately 70 lbs'. It had a

gunwale beam of 43", a chine beam of 30-1/2", and a 15" transom. it was powered by a
1972 toot horsepower outboard motor. The boat had had hard use and showed it. The owner

I hod added navigation lights and'-some tubes in the floor ameaoft designed to provide some

added stiffness (see photos). The aluminum lent upon impact, but didn't rupture. in fact,

the bock didn't leak after the accident.

There was very little damage to the 1973 fiberglass runabout. It had a 14' 2" long semi-v

hull with a70" beami, weighed 500 lbs, and had a maximum horsepower copcity of fifty.

It was powered with an 85 horsepower outboard. Domge included some minor scrapes and

gelcoot chips on the forward port chine (see photo).

5.0 PSYCHOLOGICAL AND HUMAN FACTORS

0? course, the operator of the runabout should have had an observer with him while pulling

n siler, but he didn't. In fhat case, he should have been very careful to keep a watchful

eye bI I" front of him and on his skier. As he rounded the island, he must hove been

looklin oft fer qui te a number of seconds because he never saw the two johnboat. His

vkier must not have reaized that the boat was going to collide with the johnboa since he
didn't afttmpt to worn the driver of the impending collision.

The poss ilty exist that fhe op"rcr of the runabout wasn't looking at the skor at all, but

was focusing his attention on something or someone on the island. At any rotv, he was

inattentive and nelligent of his watchkeeping duties. It is difficult to determine what type

of actloi' would best reduce the number of co!lsions due to n inattlentve driver. Perhaps
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an ad campaign showing the results of inattentive boat operation would help to reduce the
r rate of this type of accident. However, it is quite probable that any type of education

campaign would not have had an effect on this particular driver. During the telephone

;nterview, he complained bitterly at the fact that little boats were allowed to boat on the

lake. He felt that johnboats should not be allowed to traverse any waterway larger than

a pond or creek. He didn't think ke was in the wrong for hitting the Johnboat and became

quite defensive as the conversation went along.

6.0 PROBABLE CAUSE OF ACCIDENT
! The oprtrof the runabout was inattentive. He was looking aft as he rounded the island

and never saw the two johnboats. The noise of his motor prevented him from hearing them.

7.0 DYNAMICS/ANALYSIS OF ACCIDENT

The runabout hit the johnboot on the starboard side and coued the starboard gunwale to

submerge for a short length of time. The forward port corner of the tri-hulled runabout
probably continued over the top of the bow of the johnboat and held the gunwale under for

a period long enough for 6 to 8 inches of water to enter the johnboat.

The child was sitting on the floor, aft, and stayed with the boat; however, the impact

knocked the operator out of the boat.

Six inches of water in the boat weighed about 780 lbs, thus the boat slowed down quite a
bit after the collision. The torque on the outboard probably slowly fumed the motor until

it reached its limit. The added drag due to the sharp turn input slowed the boat even

more so that it was possible for the owner to grab the gunwale and turn off the engine.
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TABLE I. THE LINE OF EVENTS IN THE ACCIDENT

000 -.- Htte aroe

0900 . . Httte went shopping with family

1000

1100_ Hittee ate lunch

1200

1300 Hlte launched boats

1400 - _ Hltee and family picnicked

1500 - Hitt" left picnic site. for launch ramp
1530 Collision occurred
1600 -Hte dewatered outboard and straightened out boat

1650 Httee took boats to launch romp
17W
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Figure 3. Jn~rnboat - Profile
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